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Projective naturality in Heegaard Floer homology

MICHAEL GARTNER

Let Man� denote the category of closed, connected, oriented and based 3–manifolds,
with basepoint preserving diffeomorphisms between them. Juhász, Thurston and
Zemke showed that the Heegaard Floer invariants are natural with respect to diffeo-
morphisms, in the sense that there are functors

HFı WMan�! F2ŒU �–Mod

whose values agree with the invariants defined by Ozsváth and Szabó. The invariant
associated to a based 3–manifold comes from a transitive system in F2ŒU �–Mod
associated to a graph of embedded Heegaard diagrams representing the 3–manifold.
We show that the Heegaard Floer invariants yield functors

HFı WMan�! Trans.P .ZŒU �–Mod//

to the category of transitive systems in a projectivized category of ZŒU �–modules. In
doing so, we will see that the transitive system of modules associated to a 3–manifold
actually comes from an underlying transitive system in the projectivized homotopy
category of chain complexes over ZŒU �–Mod. We discuss an application to involutive
Heegaard Floer homology, and potential generalizations of our results.

57M27, 57R58

1 Introduction

The Heegaard Floer invariants associated to closed, oriented 3–manifolds were defined
in the work of Ozsváth and Szabó [11]. There it was shown that to each such 3–manifold,
one can associate an isomorphism class of ZŒU �–module. Furthermore, cobordisms
between 3–manifolds were shown to induce maps between the invariants; see Ozsváth
and Szabó [14]. However, there was a gap in the proof of the naturality of these maps.
Showing that these invariants are natural with respect even to diffeomorphisms is subtle,
and involves detailed consideration of the dependence of the invariants on the choices
of Heegaard data, basepoints and embeddings of Heegaard diagrams involved in their
construction.
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964 Michael Gartner

These subtleties were studied extensively by Juhász, Thurston and Zemke in [5]. There
they explicated a particular type of loop of Heegaard moves, simple handleswaps, which
previous work did not preclude from potentially yielding monodromy in the Heegaard
Floer invariants. Moves analogous to these simple handleswap moves were previously
studied in detail and suggested as possible candidates for loops with monodromy in
the work of Sarkar; eg in [18]. Through a careful analysis of a space of embedded
Heegaard diagrams, Juhász, Thurston and Zemke exhausted all possible monodromies
and obstructions to the Heegaard Floer assignments being natural with respect to
diffeomorphisms, and were then able to provide a minimal set of requirements which
could be checked to verify such naturality. They then checked that these requirements are
satisfied for all variants of Heegaard Floer homology with coefficients in F2. By building
on the work in [14] and [5], Zemke described in [20] the dependence of the cobordism
maps defined in [14] on basepoints. Using this dependence, Zemke completed the
verification of the fact that the cobordism maps are in fact natural (over F2) with respect
to composition of cobordisms (when the cobordisms are appropriately decorated with
graphs).

In this paper we explain the necessary modifications that must be made to obtain
naturality with respect to diffeomorphisms of all variants of Heegaard Floer homology,
but with coefficients in Z. The most immediate goal of our work is simply to fill a gap
in the literature. We hope this will be useful both as a resource for nonexperts who aim
to understand Heegaard Floer homology itself, and as groundwork which can be used
to better understand other invariants associated with Heegaard Floer homology. For
example, the contact invariants defined by Ozsváth and Szabó in [13] have proven to
be extremely effective in detecting subtle contact properties, and both their definition
and many of their applications require the ability to nail down particular elements in
the modules HFı, and the ability to effectively compare two such elements in the
same module. We also note that the results in [5] and the analogous integral results
presented here are necessary steps for establishing naturality of the integral Heegaard
Floer invariants with respect to cobordisms.

1.1 Statement of main results

In order to study naturality of many flavors of Heegaard Floer homology and knot
Floer homology simultaneously, Juhász, Thurston and Zemke work with sutured 3–
manifolds. They consider a graph G which encodes the combinatorial structure of a
space of sutured Heegaard diagrams related by certain Heegaard moves. Roughly, the
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vertices of G correspond to isotopy diagrams of sutured manifolds, and between any
two such isotopy diagrams there are edges which describe whether they are related
by any of the standard Heegaard moves, or additionally whether they are related by
a diffeomorphism. The graph G contains many sutured isotopy diagrams which are
not relevant to the consideration of closed 3–manifolds, so in considering the closed
3–manifold invariants HFı attention is restricted to a subgraph G.Sman/. This is the
full subgraph of G whose vertices consist only of those isotopy diagrams representing
sutured manifolds which can be constructed from a closed 3–manifold in a prescribed
way. Since we are only concerned with results regarding closed 3–manifolds in this
paper, we will minimize the role of sutured manifolds, and phrase our results in terms
of a graph which is isomorphic to G.Sman/ which we denote by Gman. This graph has
vertices corresponding to isotopy diagrams of closed, pointed 3–manifolds, where
the isotopies are required to be supported away from the basepoint. Edges in Gman

correspond to sequences of handleslides, stabilizations and diffeomorphisms.

To study naturality using these graphs, we consider the two notions of a Heegaard
invariant introduced in [5]. The first, a weak Heegaard invariant valued in a category C,
is simply a morphism of graphs from Gman to C under which all edges in the domain get
mapped to isomorphisms. In this language, we can summarize one of the invariance
results shown in [11] as stating that the morphisms of graphs

HFı WGman! C

for C D ZŒU �–Mod or C D F2ŒU �–Mod determined by Heegaard Floer homology are
weak Heegaard invariants. The second notion, that of a strong Heegaard invariant,
serves as a minimal set of conditions which are needed to ensure that a weak Heegaard
invariant yields a natural invariant of the underlying 3–manifolds; precisely, the authors
show that the image of a strong Heegaard invariant HFı WGman!C, when appropriately
restricted, forms a transitive system in C. This step occupies a majority of the work
in the paper, and none of the results in this step depend on the target category C. The
authors then prove that, in the case when C D F2ŒU �–Mod, such a transitive system
yields a functor

HFı WMan�! F2ŒU �–Mod:

Finally, they establish that HFı W Gman ! F2ŒU �–Mod is in fact a strong Heegaard
invariant, completing their proof that the invariants HFı yield functors from Man� to
F2ŒU �–Mod.
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966 Michael Gartner

Our main goal here is to establish similar results for C D P .ZŒU �–Mod/, the quotient
category obtained from ZŒU �–Mod by the relation f ��f for all f 2 HomZŒU �–Mod.
Said simply, we want to show that naturality holds over Z, up to a sign. We will
consider a category Trans.P .ZŒU �–Mod// of transitive systems in P .ZŒU �–Mod/, and
our main result will be:

Theorem 1.1 There are functors

bHF ;HF�;HFC;HF1 WMan�! Trans.P .ZŒU �–Mod//

whose values on a based 3–manifold .Y; z/ are isomorphic to the modules defined
in [11]. Furthermore , isotopic diffeomorphisms have the same image under HFı.

Remark 1.2 The finite-rank variant HFred of Heegaard Floer homology defined in [11,
Definition 4.7] arises as a suitable quotient (or submodule) of HF˙, and Theorem 1.1
implies that this variant also yields a functor HFred WMan�! Trans.P .ZŒU �–Mod//.

We will import wholesale the logical structure of [5] used to prove the analog of
Theorem 1.1 appearing there. It will therefore suffice to show that

HFı W Gman! P .ZŒU �–Mod/

is a strong Heegaard invariant. We will in fact show something slightly stronger. Let
Kom.ZŒU �–Mod/ denote the homotopy category of chain complexes over ZŒU �–Mod,
and, as described above, let P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod// denote the projectivization of this
category. Finally, let Trans

�
P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//

�
denote the category of transitive sys-

tems in P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//. We will unpack the precise meaning of these categories
in Section 4. A majority of the paper will be occupied with showing:

Theorem 1.3 The morphisms

bCF ;CF�;CFC;CF1 W Gman! Trans
�
P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//

�
are strong Heegaard invariants.

While proving Theorem 1.3 we will show the analogous result holds on the level of
homology:

Corollary 1.4 The morphisms

bHF ;HF�;HFC;HF1 W Gman! P .ZŒU �–Mod/

are strong Heegaard invariants.
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We will establish Theorem 1.3 in Sections 7 and 8. We will also obtain from Theorem 1.3
the following statement about the constituent chain complexes.

Corollary 1.5 Given a closed , connected , oriented and based 3–manifold .Y; z/ and
a Spinc–structure s over Y , the ZŒU �–module chain complexes CFı.H; s/, ranging
over all strongly s–admissible embedded Heegaard diagrams H for .Y; z/, fit into a
transitive system of homotopy equivalences in P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod// with respect to
the maps induced by sequences of pointed handleslides , stabilizations , isotopies , and
diffeomorphisms of Heegaard surfaces which are isotopic to the identity in Y .

Remark 1.6 The Heegaard Floer invariants arise as direct sums of invariants

HFı.Y; z/D
M

s2Spinc.Y /

HFı.Y; z; s/

associated to triples .Y; z; s/ for s 2 Spinc.Y /. All of the main results have refined
statements regarding these invariants of .Y; z; s/. Theorem 1.3 and Corollaries 1.4
and 1.5 also depend on choices of coherent orientation systems, which we omit from
the statements here. For now, we note that all of the results above hold in particular
for the Heegaard Floer chain complexes defined with respect to the canonical coherent
orientation systems constructed by Ozsváth and Szabó in [10]. The precise conditions
required of the coherent orientation systems implicitly appearing in the results above
will be specified in Definition 6.14.

1.2 Further directions and applications

We now point out some applications and potential generalizations of our results. Given
two based 3–manifolds .Y1; z1/ and .Y2; z2/, a cobordism W between them decorated
with a choice of path in W from z1 to z2, and a choice of t 2 Spinc.W /, Ozsváth and
Szabó constructed in [14] cobordism maps

FıW ;t WHFı.Y1; z1; tjY1
/!HFı.Y2; z2; tjY2

/:

(The choice of path is not made explicit in [14]). In [20], Zemke extended the results
in [5] to show that over F2 these maps are well defined and natural with respect to
composition of decorated cobordisms. We expect that our results can be used in a
similar way to establish such naturality over Z, up to an overall sign. Furthermore,
in [14], Ozsváth and Szabó showed how naturality of the Heegaard Floer invariants with
respect to decorated cobordisms can be used to define the so called mixed invariants of
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closed 4–manifolds. Given a closed 4–manifold X and a choice of t 2 Spinc.X /, these
take the form of maps

ˆX ;t Wƒ
�.H1.X IF2/=Tors/˝F2

F2ŒU �! F2:

These share many of the features of the Seiberg–Witten invariants, and serve as powerful
tools in detecting subtle smooth information. If one can establish naturality with respect
to cobordisms over Z=˙, we would obtain corresponding mixed invariants

ˆX ;t Wƒ
�.H1.X IZ/=Tors/˝Z ZŒU �! Z=˙

which we expect would provide fruitful extra information. In fact, before the gap in the
literature was noticed, the integral mixed invariants had already been extensively studied
in papers including Jabuka and Mark [4], Ozsváth and Szabó [12] and Roberts [16], so
establishing naturality with respect to cobordisms over Z would immediately prove
useful, and would likely also be useful for computations and applications in the future.

A second application of our work comes from involutive Heegaard Floer homology,
defined by Hendricks and Manolescu in [3]. To describe it, fix a closed 3–manifold Y

and s2 Spinc.Y /. Given a pointed Heegaard diagram HD .†;˛;ˇ; z/ for .Y; z/, there
is a conjugate diagram HD .�†;ˇ;˛; z/ for .Y; z/ given by reversing the orientation
on the surface and switching the role of the ˛ and ˇ curves. Under suitable admissibility
hypotheses, there is a chain isomorphism

�H!H W CFı.H; s/! CFı.H; Ns/

given by mapping intersection points to themselves [10, Theorem 2.4]. Note that the
role of coherent orientations here is not yet relevant, as Hendricks and Manolescu
work over F2. Using the results in [5], Hendricks and Manolescu showed that the F2

analog of Corollary 1.5 holds: the modules CFı.H; s/ fit into a transitive system in
the homotopy category of chain complexes of F2ŒU �–modules with respect to the maps
induced by the Heegaard moves appearing in Corollary 1.5. Thus, since H and H
represent the same 3–manifold, there is a chain homotopy equivalence

ˆ.H;H/ W CFı.H; Ns/! CFı.H; Ns/

of complexes of F2ŒU �–modules which is well defined up to homotopy. Using these
maps, they consider the map � W D ˆ.H;H/ ı �H!H, which is well defined up to
homotopy, and which is shown to be a homotopy involution in [3, Lemma 2.5]. They
then use it to construct an invariant of Y as follows.
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There is a Z=2Z action on Spinc.Y / given by conjugation. Let ŒSpinc.Y /� denote the
set of orbits in Spinc.Y / under this action. Given an orbit x! 2 ŒSpinc.Y /�, let

CFı.H; x!/D
M
s2x!

CFı.H; s/:

The authors investigate the map .1C �/, considered as a chain map between complexes
of F2ŒU �–modules, and consider its cone

CFI.H; x!/ WDCone.1C �/D
�

CFı.H; x!/Œ�1�˚CFı.H; x!/; @coneD

�
@ 0

1C � �@

��
:

Here CFı.H; x!/Œ�1� indicates the shifted chain complex, whose degree n piece is
given by .CFı.H; x!/Œ�1�/n D CFı.H; x!/n�1. They then introduce a formal variable
Q of degree �1 satisfying Q2 D 0, and rewrite the map being coned over as

CFı.H; x!/ Q�.1C�/
�����!Q �CFı.H; x!/Œ�1�:

As one can readily check, the cone and its differential can then be rewritten as

(1) Cone.1C �/D
�
CFı.H; x!/Œ�1�˝F2ŒQ�=.Q

2/; @CQ.1C �/
�
:

Considered in this way, it is a complex of modules over the ring RD F2ŒQ;U �=.Q
2/.

The authors then show that the quasi-isomorphism class of the complex CFI.H; x!/ of
R–modules thus defined is an invariant of .Y; x!/.

We now explain how Corollary 1.5 can be used to construct a version of such an
invariant defined over Z. Before doing so, we make a remark on the reliance of the
following discussion on orientation systems.

Remark 1.7 First we note that the proof establishing that � is an isomorphism given in
[10, Theorem 2.4] implicitly proves the statement with respect to an arbitrary coherent
orientation system o over the domain H and, ostensibly, the same coherent orientation
system over the codomain H (the use of the word same makes sense because the
underlying diagrams for the domain and codomain of � are the same aside from
labeling and orientations). However, to avoid this consideration we will simply focus
attention here on the case where both diagrams are equipped with canonical orientation
systems, as defined in [10]. We note that the maps ˆ take canonical orientation systems
to canonical orientation systems, since more generally any sequence of maps induced
by Heegaard moves takes a canonical orientation system to a canonical orientation
system. This follows from the facts that Heegaard moves induce module isomorphisms
on the totally twisted module HF1— see [10, Section 8] — and that the canonical
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orientation system on a diagram can be characterized by the isomorphism type of
HF1; see [10, Theorem 10.12]. Similarly, the isomorphism � can be defined with
respect to canonical orientation systems on both diagrams. Indeed, since the proof of
[10, Theorem 2.4] also shows that the map � yields an isomorphism between the totally
twisted module HF1 associated to a diagram equipped with the canonical orientation,
and the totally twisted module associated to the reversed diagram equipped with the
induced orientation system, the induced orientation system in this case must be the
canonical one. With these remarks in mind, we will omit all reference to coherent
orientation systems from our notation and description; all remarks in the remainder of
the description of this application apply only to the canonical orientation systems.

Fix again a 3–manifold Y , and diagrams H and H representing Y as above. Since H
and H represent the same 3–manifold, we obtain from Corollary 1.5 (at most) two
homotopy classes of chain homotopy equivalences

˙‰.H;H/ W CFı.H; Ns/! CFı.H; Ns/

associated to sequences of Heegaard moves relating the two diagrams. The set
f˙‰.H;H/g is well defined up to chain homotopy. We thus obtain two homotopy
classes of maps˙� WD˙‰.H;H/ı�H!H. The same argument used in [3, Lemma 2.5]
to show that � is a homotopy involution over F2 now shows that ˙� both have order at
most 4 (up to homotopy) over Z. We define

CFI˙.H; x!/ WD Cone.1˙ �/;

where now both complexes are considered as complexes of ZŒU �–modules. While we
can no longer conclude the maps ˙� are homotopy involutions, we still obtain that the
collection of the two quasi-isomorphism classes of the complexes of ZŒU �–modules
that we obtain is an invariant of the underlying 3–manifold.

Theorem 1.8 With respect to the canonical orientation systems of [10], the unordered
pair of quasi-isomorphism classes determined by the complexes

CFI˙.H; x!/

(considered as complexes of ZŒU �–modules) is an invariant of .Y; x!; z/.

Proof The proof is essentially the same as that in [3], but we include a sketch of it
here for the reader’s convenience.
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Fix .Y; z; x!/, and consider a diagram H and its conjugate H as above. As we noted
earlier, for the fixed diagram H the collection of the two chain homotopy equivalences
f˙‰.H;H/g is well defined up to chain homotopy by Corollary 1.5. Thus so too is the
collection f˙�g. We conclude that the set of the two cones fCFI˙.H; x!/g associated
to .H; x!/ is well defined up to chain homotopy equivalence.

Next, we consider the dependence on the choice of diagram. Consider a differ-
ent diagram H0 for .Y; z/ and its conjugate H0. We obtain corresponding collec-
tions f˙‰.H0;H0/g and f˙�0g which are both well defined up to homotopy, and
fCFI˙.H0; x!/g well defined up to homotopy equivalence. Choose some fixed se-
quence of Heegaard moves connecting H to H0, and consider either of the (at most two)
corresponding chain homotopy equivalences ˙‰.H;H0/ furnished by Corollary 1.5.
We denote our choice by ‰.H;H0/. Consider the diagram, involving the four cone
complexes in question,

(2)

CFı.H; x!/Œ�1� CFı.H; x!/

CFı.H0; x!/Œ�1� CFı.H0; x!/

1˙�

‰.H;H0/ ‰.H;H0/

1˙�0

We claim that for a fixed choice in f˙�g, the diagram commutes up to homotopy for
at least one of the two choices in f˙�0g. We denote our choice of the fixed homotopy
class in the top row by �. To establish the claim, we need to show that

‰.H;H0/ ı‰.H;H/ ı �H!H �˙‰.H
0;H0/ ı �H0!H0 ı‰.H;H

0/:

We note that
�H0!H0 ı‰.H;H

0/ ı �H!H �˙‰.H;H
0/:

To see this, observe that ‰.H;H0/ is a map induced by some sequence of Heegaard
moves. The map resulting from precomposing and postcomposing this map with
the isomorphisms � can be realized as the map induced on CFı.H/ by the same
set of Heegaard moves giving rise to ‰.H;H0/ (recall the maps � have no effect
on the attaching curves). Thus the conjugated map is homotopic to ˙‰.H;H0/ by
Corollary 1.5. We thus conclude that

‰.H0;H0/ ı �H0!H0 ı‰.H;H
0/�˙‰.H0;H0/ ı‰.H;H0/ ı �H!H

�˙‰.H;H0/ ı‰.H;H/ ı �H!H

where the last two maps being homotopic up to a sign is also guaranteed by Corollary 1.5.
Having established that the diagram with � in the top row commutes up to chain
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homotopy for at least one choice of f˙�0g in the bottom row, the argument in [3] now
applies directly to establish that Cone.1C �/ is quasi-isomorphic to at least one of the
cones Cone.1˙ �0/. This concludes the proof.

In the case of rational homology three-spheres, the pair of quasi-isomorphism classes
in Theorem 1.8 can actually be distinguished from one another to furnish two distinct
invariants.

Corollary 1.9 Let Y be a rational homology three sphere. One can specify the maps �
so that , with respect to the canonical orientation systems of [10], the quasi-isomorphism
classes determined by

CFIC.H; x!/ and CFI�.H; x!/

(considered as complexes of ZŒU �–modules) are each invariants of .Y; x!; z/.

Proof Since Y is a rational homology three sphere, for each s 2 Spinc.Y / we have

HF1.Y; s/Š ZŒU;U�1�

as ZŒU �–modules by [10, Theorem 10.1].

Consider first the case of a Z=2Z–invariant spinc structure. For each such spinc

structure s, the maps ˙� are homotopy equivalences, so induce graded module iso-
morphisms on HF1.Y; s/. Since HF1.Y; s/ Š ZŒU;U�1� there are precisely two
such morphisms: ˙Id. For each Z=2Z–invariant s, choose � to be the map which
induces �Id on HF1.Y; s/. This can be accomplished for all invariant spinc structures
even with a fixed choice of sign on each map ‰.H;H/, by altering the signs of the
maps � when necessary. Then the proof of Theorem 1.8 carries over directly to show
the quasi-isomorphism class determined by

CFIC.H; fsg/

is an invariant of .Y; s; z/. One must only note that the diagram (2) commutes with no
sign ambiguity for � and �0 specified by our definition. Indeed, the proof of Theorem 1.8
shows that the diagram commutes with 1C � on top for one of 1˙ �0 on the bottom,
but the diagram could not even commute at the level of homology if � induced �Id and
�0 induced Id. By the same argument,

CFI�.H; fsg/
also yields an invariant.
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Next consider a Z=2Z–orbit x! D fs; Nsg coming from a pair of noninvariant spinc

structures. We have two homotopy equivalences, �s!Ns W CFı.H; s/! CFı.H; Ns/ and
�Ns!s W CFı.H; Ns/! CFı.H; s/. The total map

.1C �/ W CFı.H; s/˚CFı.H; Ns/! CFı.H; s/˚CFı.H; Ns/

takes the form
.x;y/ 7! .xC �Ns!s.y/;yC �s!Ns.x//:

Define the signs on these maps such that �Ns!s ı �s!Ns induces Id on HF1.Y; s/ and
�s!Nsı�Ns!s induces Id on HF1.Y; Ns/. As above, the choice of signs can be incorporated
into the definition of the maps �. The proof of Theorem 1.8 again shows this gives a
well defined invariant

CFIC.H; x!/:

Similarly, the choice where �s!Ns ı �Ns!s and �Ns!s ı �s!Ns both induce �Id gives a well
defined invariant

CFI�.H; x!/:

Remark 1.10 The two rational homology sphere invariants given in Corollary 1.9
give rise to distinct involutive Heegaard Floer homologies HFI1.Y; x!/. Namely, one
can compute that

HFI1C .Y; x!/Š ZŒU;U�1;Q�=.Q2/

while
HFI1� .Y; x!/Š Z=2ZŒU;U�1�:

To see this, consider the short exact sequence of chain complexes that results from the
definition of CFI1.Y; x!/D Cone.1C �/,

0! CF1.H; x!/ i
�! CFI1.Y; x!/

p
�! CF1.H; x!/! 0:

This gives rise a to a long exact sequence in homology

� � �
p�
�!HF1.Y; x!/

ı
�!HF1.Y; x!/

i�
�!HFI1.Y; x!/

p�
�!HF1.Y; x!/

ı
�!HF1.Y; x!/

i�
�! � � �

for which the connecting morphism ı is precisely the induced map .1C �/�.

Consider first the case of invariant spinc structures. When � is chosen such that
.1C �/� D 0, we get a split short exact sequence, so

HFI1C .Y; fsg/ŠHF1.Y; s/˚HF1.Y; s/Š ZŒU;U�1�˚ZŒU;U�1�:
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Tracing through the identification analogous to that in (1), this gives

HFI1C .Y; fsg/Š ZŒU;U�1;Q�=.Q2/

as a module over ZŒQ;U;U�1�=.Q2/. When � is chosen such that ı D .1C �/� D 2,
we instead obtain

HFI1� .Y; fsg/ŠCoker.ı/˚Ker.ı/ŠHF1.Y; s/=2 �HF1.Y; s/ŠZ=2ZŒU;U�1�:

Here HFI1� .Y; s/ is a ZŒQ;U;U�1�=.Q2/–module where Q acts by zero.

In the case of noninvariant spinc structures, we can use �s!Ns to identify

HF1.Y; s/ŠHF1.Y; Ns/

and consider the map

� WHF1.Y; s/˚HF1.Y; s/!HF1.Y; s/˚HF1.Y; s/

defined by the composition � D .1˚ .�s!Ns/�1/ ı .1C �/ ı .1˚ �s!Ns/. More explicitly,

�.x;y/D .xC �Ns!s ı �s!Ns.y/; .�s!Ns/
�1
ı �s!Ns.xCy//:

For CFI1C , we defined the constituent maps such that �Ns!s ı �s!Ns induces Id, so this
becomes

�.x;y/D .xCy;xCy/

and
HFI1C .Y; fs; Nsg/Š Coker.ı/˚Ker.ı/Š ZŒU;U�1�˚ZŒU;U�1�:

For CFI1� , we defined the constituent maps such that �Ns!s ı �s!Ns induces �Id, so this
becomes

�.x;y/D .x�y;xCy/

and
HFI1� .Y; fs; Nsg/Š Coker.ı/˚Ker.ı/Š Z=2ZŒU;U�1�:

The claimed structures as modules over ZŒQ;U;U�1�=.Q2/ follows as above.

Remark 1.11 It is plausible that Corollary 1.9 actually extends to the general case
of closed, connected, oriented 3–manifolds. To specify an individual invariant in this
general case would require a method by which one could naturally make a choice for
signs on �. An approach here would be to make an argument like the one in the proof
of Corollary 1.9, but by taking advantage of the standard form for the totally twisted
module HF1.Y /, rather than the standard form for HF1.Y / for rational homology
spheres. Indeed, by [10, Theorem 10.12] the totally twisted module associated with any
Spinc structure is isomorphic to ZŒU;U�1� (as a ZŒU;U�1�–module). Using this fact,
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one could presumably again pick out particular models for CFIC and CFI�. What
would remain to be shown is that there are analogs to Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.5
for the totally twisted complexes, and that these results could be used to carry over the
argument used in the proof of Theorem 1.8. We expect that the main results in this
paper do carry over to the totally twisted complexes, but we leave investigation of this
subtlety to the interested reader.

1.3 Organization of the paper

We begin in Section 2 by recalling the notion of sutured 3–manifolds and sutured
Heegaard diagrams, as all of the results in [5] are phrased in this setting. We discuss a
correspondence between sutured and closed 3–manifolds, and use the correspondence to
translate a graph of sutured diagrams central to the setting of [5] into an equivalent graph
of closed diagrams which we use throughout the remainder of the paper. In Section 3
we introduce and rephrase the notions of weak and strong Heegaard invariants defined
in [5]. Section 4 deals with setting up the algebraic framework in which our main
results are phrased, and in particular includes the definitions of the projectivizations
and categories of transitive systems appearing in Theorems 1.1 and 1.3. In Section 5,
we deduce Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.5 from Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4. In
Sections 6 and 7 we recall the constructions involved in defining the integral Heegaard
Floer chain complexes, and establish that these constructions yield suitably defined
weak Heegaard invariants. In Section 7, we check that these weak Heegaard invariants
satisfy all but one of the axioms required of a strong Heegaard invariant. In Section 8
we carry out the main work and establish that these weak Heegaard invariants also
satisfy the last axiom, known as simple handleswap invariance. Finally, in Section 9 we
explain that the construction of the surgery exact triangle works without modification
in our setting.
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2 Background

In order to introduce notation and terminology for the remainder of the paper, we give
a quick summary of some relevant background on sutured manifolds and Heegaard
diagrams. To unify the approach, the results in [5] are most often phrased in terms
of sutured manifolds. Since we are interested here in the closed variants of Heegaard
Floer homology, we will set up some background in order to be able to rephrase the
results we use from [5] in language more typically used for the closed invariants.

To begin, we will describe how moves on sutured Heegaard diagrams relate to the
typical Heegaard moves one considers on Heegaard diagrams for closed 3–manifolds.
Next we will recall the definition of the graph of sutured isotopy diagrams G.Sman/

introduced in Section 1, and describe an isomorphism to a graph Gman of closed isotopy
diagrams which we will consider instead of G.Sman/ throughout the remainder of the
paper. We refer the reader to [5, Section 2.1] for a more detailed treatment of all of the
background in this section.

2.1 Background on sutured manifolds

In this paper we will be concerned primarily with closed 3–manifolds, but we will need
to refer to numerous results about sutured 3–manifolds along the way. In particular,
our results depend on notions of sutured 3–manifolds, sutured diagrams and embedded
sutured diagrams for such manifolds, various notions of equivalence of such diagrams,
and sutured Heegaard moves. While these notions may be standard, some inequivalent
definitions certainly exist, so we explicitly refer the reader to [5] for background on the
definitions we will use throughout this paper. We note that the sutured Heegaard moves
play a role analogous to that of pointed Heegaard moves on Heegaard diagrams for
closed 3–manifolds. There are moves called ˛ and ˇ equivalences (which correspond
to sequences of handleslides), as well as stabilizations and destabilizations, isotopies,
and diffeomorphisms. Finally, we note that by restricting attention to the isotopy class
of attaching curves on a diagram, one obtains a well-defined notion of a sutured isotopy
diagram, and one can make sense of sutured Heegaard moves considered as moves on
the isotopy diagrams (eg there is a well-defined notion of a diffeomorphism of isotopy
diagrams). We again refer the reader to [5] for the relevant definitions of such sutured
Heegaard moves; the main relevance here will be their relation to Heegaard moves on
diagrams for closed 3–manifolds.
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2.2 A correspondence between closed and sutured manifolds

Our goal in this paper is to ultimately establish facts about the Heegaard Floer invariants
for closed 3–manifolds, so we need a way to translate between sutured and closed
manifolds in the cases of interest. Furthermore, certain properties of this correspondence
are needed to ensure that the techniques used to obtain functoriality in [5] which we
import can be applied to the closed setting of interest here. For our purposes, it will be
sufficient to note that there is a correspondence between closed, oriented and based
3–manifolds and sutured manifolds, and that under this correspondence:

(1) Isotopies of attaching curves in the sutured diagram yield pointed isotopies (ie
isotopies which do not cross the basepoint) of attaching curves in the closed
diagram.

(2) Diffeomorphisms of sutured isotopy diagrams yield pointed diffeomorphisms of
pointed closed isotopy diagrams.

(3) Stabilizations of sutured isotopy diagrams correspond to stabilizations of pointed
isotopy diagrams.

(4) Two sutured isotopy diagrams H1 D .†;˛1;ˇ1/ and H2 D .†;˛2;ˇ2/ are
˛–equivalent if and only if the curves ˛1 and ˛2 are related by a sequence of han-
dleslides in the corresponding pointed isotopy diagrams, where the handleslides
never cross the basepoint. The analogous statement holds for ˇ–equivalent
sutured isotopy diagrams.

Since these last sorts of equivalences will play a prominent role throughout the paper,
we use terminology introduced in [14] to describe them:

Definition 2.1 Given two closed, pointed Heegaard diagrams H1 D .†;˛1;ˇ1; z/

and H2 D .†;˛2;ˇ2; z/ we say they are strongly equivalent if they are related by
a sequence of isotopies and handleslides which do not cross the basepoint. If the
diagrams are related by a sequence of isotopies, and handleslides which occur only
among the ˛ curves, we say the diagrams are strongly ˛–equivalent. If the diagrams
are related by a sequence of isotopies, and handleslides which occur only among the ˇ
curves, we say the diagrams are strongly ˇ–equivalent.

2.3 Graphs of Heegaard diagrams

Following [5, Definition 2.22], construct a directed graph G as follows. The class of
vertices, jGj, of G is given by the class of isotopy diagrams of sutured manifolds. Given
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two isotopy diagrams H1;H2 2 jGj, the oriented edges from H1 to H2 come in four
flavors

G.H1;H2/D G˛.H1;H2/[Gˇ.H1;H2/[Gstab.H1;H2/[Gdiff.H1;H2/:

Here

(1) G˛.H1;H2/ consists of a single edge if the diagrams are ˛–equivalent;

(2) Gˇ.H1;H2/ consists of a single edge if the diagrams are ˇ–equivalent;

(3) Gstab.H1;H2/ consists of a single edge if the diagrams are related by a stabiliza-
tion or destabilization;

(4) Gdiff.H1;H2/ consists of a collection of edges, with one edge for each diffeo-
morphism between the isotopy diagrams.

We denote by G˛ , Gˇ , Gstab and Gdiff the subgraphs of G arising from only considering
the corresponding edges on the class of vertices jGj.

There is an analog of the Reidemeister–Singer theorem for sutured manifolds (applied
to sutured diagrams):

Proposition 2.2 [5, Proposition 2.23] Two isotopy diagrams H1, H2 2 jGj can be
connected by an oriented path in G if and only if they define diffeomorphic sutured
manifolds.

Remark 2.3 By the definition of G, if there is an unoriented path from H1 to H2 then
there is also an oriented path from H1 to H2.

Let S.H / denote the sutured manifold associated to the isotopy diagram H . Given any
set S of diffeomorphism types of sutured manifolds, denote by G.S/ the full subgraph
of G spanned by those isotopy diagrams H for which S.H / 2 S. For our purposes, the
case of interest will be S D Sman. This is the set of diffeomorphism types of sutured
manifolds which arise as the images of closed, oriented, based 3–manifolds under the
correspondence discussed above.

Let Gman be the oriented graph with vertices given by pointed isotopy Heegaard diagrams
of closed, connected 3–manifolds, and with the edges from an isotopy diagram H1 to
an isotopy diagram H2 given by

Gman.H1;H2/D G˛man.H1;H2/[Gˇman.H1;H2/[Gstab
man.H1;H2/[Gdiff

man.H1;H2/;

where:
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ˇ d

˛

˛˛

�

d �

d

Figure 1: An illustration of a small subgraph in Gman. The vertices are isotopy
diagrams, which in the picture are depicted by particular Heegaard diagrams
representing the isotopy class. We label each pair of edges with ˛, ˇ , �
or d according to whether the given pair of edges corresponds to a strong
˛–equivalence, a strong ˇ–equivalence, a stabilization/destabilization pair,
or a diffeomorphism pair, respectively. We use the convention that on each
Heegaard diagram the collection of red attaching curves is denoted ˛ while
the collection of blue attaching curves is denoted ˇ .

(1) G˛man.H1;H2/ consists of a single edge if the diagrams are strongly ˛–equivalent.

(2) Gˇman.H1;H2/ consists of a single edge if the diagrams are strongly ˇ–equivalent.

(3) Gstab
man.H1;H2/ consists of a single edge if the diagrams are related by a stabiliza-

tion or destabilization.

(4) Gdiff
man.H1;H2/ consists of a collection of edges, with one edge for each pointed

diffeomorphism between the isotopy diagrams.

We provide a sketch of a piece of the graph Gman in Figure 1. The following analog of
Proposition 2.2 holds in the closed and pointed setting.

Proposition 2.4 [11, Proposition 7.1] Two isotopy diagrams H1, H2 2 jGmanj can be
connected by an oriented path in Gman if and only if they define diffeomorphic pointed
manifolds.
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Finally we note that the preceding arguments specify an isomorphism of graphs

(3) T W G.Sman/! Gman

which we will use implicitly in the remainder of the paper to rephrase certain results
from [5] in terms of Gman.

3 Heegaard invariants

We now make precise two notions of what one might mean by a Heegaard invariant of
closed 3–manifolds. For the interested reader’s convenience, we note that the definitions
originally given in [5] apply to sutured manifolds and the graph G.Sman/. Instead, we
state here the equivalent definitions phrased in terms of closed manifolds and the
graph Gman.

Suppose we produce some assignment of algebraic objects to Heegaard diagrams
(the vertices of the graph Gman), and an assignment of maps between these algebraic
objects to each Heegaard move between two diagrams (the edges of Gman). Given
Proposition 2.4, the minimal requirement we should ask of such an assignment to
obtain an invariant of the underlying 3–manifold is for edges in Gman to be assigned
isomorphisms. Given any category C, we have:

Definition 3.1 (cf [5, Definition 2.24]) A weak Heegaard invariant of closed 3–
manifolds is a morphism of graphs F W Gman! C for which F.e/ is an isomorphism for
all edges e 2 Gman.

Of course, this level of invariance was established for Heegaard Floer homology at the
outset.

Theorem 3.2 [11] The morphisms

bHF ;HF�;HFC;HF1 W Gman! F2ŒU �–Mod

and
bHF ;HF�;HFC;HF1 W Gman! ZŒU �–Mod

are weak Heegaard invariants of closed 3–manifolds.

The above results also immediately yield:
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Corollary 3.3 The morphisms

HFı W Gman! P .ZŒU �–Mod/

are weak Heegaard invariants of closed 3–manifolds.

In Section 6 we will recall the definition of these morphisms of graphs precisely. In
particular, since the vertices of Gman are isotopy diagrams, we will need to explain the
meaning of HFı.H / when H is an isotopy diagram rather than a particular Heegaard
diagram representing the isotopy class.

Remark 3.4 For the reader referencing the corresponding results stated in [5], we
note that Theorem 3.2 is instead phrased as “HFı W G.Sman/! F2ŒU �–Mod are weak
Heegaard invariants” in [5, Theorem 2.26]. Of course, as they were originally defined,
HFı are invariants assigned to closed, pointed Heegaard diagrams; the meaning of
HFı.H / for H a sutured isotopy diagram in this statement is interpreted as follows.
Recall that vertices of G.Sman/ correspond to isotopy diagrams H of sutured manifolds
corresponding to closed, oriented 3–manifolds Y. Given an actual sutured diagram
HD .†;˛;ˇ/ (not up to isotopy) for such a 3–manifold, the boundary of the Heegaard
surface † is S1, so it can be capped off with a disk to obtain a closed surface † and a
pointed Heegaard diagram HD .†;˛;ˇ; z/ for Y , where the basepoint z is chosen to
lie in the disk. Thus, given a sutured diagram H representing the isotopy diagram H , we
define CFı.H/ WD CFı.H/. Finally, we will describe how the collection fCFı.H/g
gives rise to CFı.H / in Section 6.5. Equivalently, using the isomorphism of graphs T

specified in (3), the definitions above will amount to defining HFı.H / WDHFı.T .H //

for H a sutured isotopy diagram.

Let Man� be the category whose class of objects consists of closed, connected, oriented
and based 3–manifolds, and whose morphisms are basepoint preserving diffeomor-
phisms. In [11] and [14], significant progress was made towards showing that the
weak Heegaard invariants in the theorem above can in fact be assembled into functors
from Man� to F2ŒU �–Mod. However, there was a gap in the proof. In [5], the authors
carefully analyzed the dependence of such a result on the nature of embedded (versus
abstract) Heegaard diagrams, and basepoints, and set up a framework which allowed
them to finish this program. To do so, they introduced a stronger notion of a Heegaard
invariant which we now describe.
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To begin, we introduce some terminology for particular subgraphs in Gman (or more
generally in G) which will serve as minimal data on which this new notion of invariance
will rely.

Definition 3.5 [5, Definition 2.29] A distinguished rectangle is a subgraph of Gman

of the form
H1 H2

H3 H4

e

f g

h

which satisfies one of the following conditions.

(1) The arrows e and h are strong ˛–equivalences, and the arrows f and g are strong
ˇ–equivalences.

(2) The arrows e and h are either both strong ˛–equivalences or both strong ˇ–
equivalences, and the arrows f and g are stabilizations.

(3) The arrows e and h are either both strong ˛–equivalences or both strong ˇ–
equivalences, and the arrows f and g are diffeomorphisms. Furthermore, f D g.
(Note in this case †1 D†2, and †3 D†4, so this requirement makes sense.)

(4) All of the arrows e, f , g and h are stabilizations. Furthermore, there are
disjoint disks D1;D2 �†1 and disjoint punctured tori T1;T2 �†4 such that
†1n.D1[D2/D†4n.T1[T2/,†2D .†1nD1/[T1, and†3D .†1nD2/[T2.

(5) The arrows e and h are stabilizations, and the arrows f and g are diffeomor-
phisms. Furthermore, the diffeomorphism g is an extension of the diffeomor-
phism f in the following sense. There are disks D1 � †1, D3 � †3 and
punctured tori T2�†2, T4�†4 such that†1nD1D†2nT2,†3nD3D†4nT4,
f .D1/DD2, g.T3/D T4 and f j†1nD1

D gj†2nT2
.

We illustrate cases (4) and (5) schematically in Figures 2 and 3.

Definition 3.6 [5, Definition 2.31] A simple handleswap is a subgraph of Gman of
the form

H1

H3 H2

e
g

f

such that:
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D1

D2

T1

T2

T1

T2

f g

e

h

Figure 2: A schematic illustrating case (4) in the definition of a distinguished
rectangle. The blue regions indicate the identifications specified in case (4).
For ease of visualization, we suppress the attaching curve data in the initial
diagram and in the stabilizations.

(1) The isotopy diagrams Hi are given by Hi D .† #†0; Œ˛i �; Œˇi �/, where †0 is a
genus two surface.

(2) e is a strong ˛–equivalence, f is a strong ˇ–equivalence, and g is a diffeomor-
phism.

(3) In the punctured genus two surface P D .† # †0/ n †, the above triangle
is equivalent to the triangle in Figure 4 in the following sense. There are

D1

D3

T2

T4

f g

e

h

Figure 3: A schematic illustrating case (5) in the definition of a distinguished
rectangle. The blue regions indicate the identifications of the regions specified
in case (5). For ease of visualization, we suppress the attaching curve data in
each diagram.
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H1

H2

H3

e

f

g

˛1

˛2

ˇ1

ˇ2

˛01

ˇ01

F F

R R

F F

R R

F F

R R

Figure 4: The standard simple handleswap.

diffeomorphisms from P \Hi to the green disks labeled Hi in the figure, such
that the image of the ˛ curves are the red circles in the figures, and the image of
the ˇ curves are the blue circles in the figures.

(4) The diagrams H1, H2 and H3 are identical when restricted to †.

With these notions in hand, the stronger sense of invariance we will ask of our Heegaard
invariants is as follows.

Definition 3.7 [5, Definition 2.32] A strong Heegaard invariant of closed 3–manifolds
is a weak Heegaard invariant F W Gman ! C that additionally satisfies the following
axioms:

(1) Functoriality The restriction of F to G˛man, Gˇman and Gdiff
man are functors to C. If

e WH1!H2 is a stabilization and e0 WH2!H1 is the corresponding destabi-
lization, then F.e0/D F.e/�1.

(2) Commutativity For every distinguished rectangle in Gman,

H1 H2

H3 H4

e

f g

h

we have F.g/ ıF.e/D F.h/ ıF.f /.
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(3) Continuity If H 2 jGmanj and e 2 Gdiff
man.H;H / is a diffeomorphism isotopic

to Id†, then F.e/D IdF.H /.

(4) Handleswap invariance For every simple handleswap in Gman,

H1

H3 H2

e
g

f

we have F.g/ ıF.f / ıF.e/D IdF.H1/.

As we will summarize in Section 5, it was shown in [5] that for any weak Heegaard
invariant the axioms required above are sufficient to ensure the images of the invariant,
when restricted to a particular subgraph of Gman whose vertices represent a fixed 3–
manifold, form a transitive system in the given category. For certain categories C, this
in turn is enough to ensure that the assignments of the invariants can be understood as
a functor from an appropriate category of 3–manifolds.

4 Transitive systems of chain complexes and projectivization

In this section we describe the algebraic framework which will be necessary to phrase
our projective functoriality results. To begin with, we recall the following fundamental
notions.

Definition 4.1 A directed set .I;�/ is a set I together with a reflexive and transitive
binary relation �, such that for every pair of elements a; b 2 I there is an element c 2 I

with a� c and b � c.

Definition 4.2 Let C be a category, and .I;�/ be a directed set. Given a collection of
objects fOig in C indexed by I , and a collection of morphisms ffi;j WOi!Oj g for all
i; j 2 I with i � j , we say the collections are a transitive system in C (indexed by I ) if
they satisfy

(1) fi;i D IdOi
,

(2) fi;k D fj ;k ıfi;j .

We also have the following notion of morphisms between transitive systems.
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Definition 4.3 Given two transitive systems

T1 D fI1;�; fOig; ffi;j gg and T2 D fI2;�; fPig; fgi;j gg

in a category C, a morphism of transitive systems .M; fnig/ from T1 to T2 consists of
a map of directed sets M W I1! I2 and a collection of morphisms fni WOi! PM.i/g

in C such that for all i; j 2 I1 with i � j the squares

Oi PM.i/

Oj PM.j/

ni

fi;j gM.i/;M.j /

nj

commute in C. We denote the resulting category of transitive systems in C by Trans.C/.

Finally, given a transitive system in Trans.C/ indexed by J, we obtain what one might call
a two-dimensional transitive system. Such a two-dimensional transitive system naturally
has the structure of a transitive system in C indexed by I �J , where .i; j /� .i 0; j 0/ if
and only if i � i 0 and j � j 0.

We now explain how these notions will arise in the context of our results. We will
begin by considering the category Kom.ZŒU �–Mod/, the homotopy category of chain
complexes of ZŒU �–modules. To each pointed isotopy diagram H , corresponding to a
vertex of Gman, we will assign a transitive system CF�.H /2Trans.Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//.
To be more explicit about the nature of this construction and bridge the gap to the
language defined above, given an isotopy diagram H we consider the directed set
.I;�/ with I the set of Heegaard diagrams in the given isotopy class, and � the (in
this case trivial, equivalence) relation on the set indicating existence of an isotopy
between two elements. Then CF�.H / will be a transitive system in Kom.ZŒU �–Mod/
indexed by .I;�/, with the objects in the transitive system being the Heegaard Floer
chain complexes associated to individual diagrams in the fixed isotopy class, and the
morphisms in the transitive systems being certain continuation maps between such
complexes. The details of precisely how these assignments are made will be specified
throughout the course of Section 6. To a diffeomorphism, strong ˛–equivalence, strong
ˇ–equivalence, or stabilization between two such isotopy diagrams H1 and H2 we
will then associate a morphism of transitive systems from CF�.H1/ to CF�.H2/.
Together, these assignments will yield a morphism of graphs

CF� W Gman! Trans.Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//:
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This morphism of graphs may not be a strong Heegaard invariant. We will however
be able to establish that this morphism of graphs satisfies the axioms required of a
strong Heegaard invariant up to an overall sign in each of the axioms (2), (3) and (4)
appearing in Definition 3.7.

Equivalently, we will phrase this result in terms of an appropriate projectivization.
Recall that given any category C, with an equivalence relation � on every hom set
which furthermore respects composition, we may form the quotient category C D C=�.
This is the category whose objects are those of C, and whose morphisms are equivalence
classes of morphisms with respect to �. Given an additive category C, we define the
projectivization of C, P .C/, to be the quotient category of C with respect to the relation
f ��f for all morphisms f . The last statement in the preceding paragraph is then
given precisely by the following statement: considering now the category of transitive
systems in the projectivized homotopy category, Trans

�
P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//

�
, we will

show that the morphism of graphs above yields a strong Heegaard invariant

CF� W Gman! Trans
�
P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//

�
:

Remark 4.4 While the proliferation of transitive systems may seem undesirable, we
were unable to produce another framework in which our naturality results could be
phrased. There appear to be two issues that arise if one tries to use the same framework
developed in [5] to phrase our projective results.

The first issue comes from the fact that the statement in Theorem 1.3 is concerned
with the Floer chain complexes. If one wanted to dispense with the category of
transitive systems appearing in that statement, one would need to assign a single chain
complex CFı.H / of ZŒU �–modules to an isotopy diagram H . As we will recall in
the next section, what the Heegaard Floer construction actually produces for each
isotopy diagram H is a transitive system of chain homotopy equivalences between
chain complexes of ZŒU �–modules. In general, it is not clear how one should define an
object like a colimit of such a transitive system of chain complexes to obtain a single
chain complex. We note that it seems likely that this issue is in fact a nonissue, for the
following reason. We expect our transitive system of chain homotopy equivalences
is homotopy coherent in the sense of [19], which if true would allow one to define
a single chain complex CFı.H / via a homotopy colimit. Indeed, that our transitive
systems are homotopy coherent in this sense seems likely to follow from the results
in [1].
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However, even if one could assign to each isotopy diagram a single chain complex
CFı.H /, there is another key obstruction to phrasing Theorem 1.1 without the use of
transitive systems. In the proof of Theorem 1.1, which will be given in Section 5, we
will associate to each closed, pointed 3–manifold a transitive system in P .ZŒU �–Mod/.
The author is unaware of a notion of a colimit in P .ZŒU �–Mod/ which would allow
Theorem 1.1 to be stated without transitive systems, in such a way that it is also not
merely reduced to a statement about the F2 invariants.

5 Projective naturality from strong Heegaard Floer invariants

In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 assuming Corollary 1.4, which we will prove
in turn in Section 7. Our argument will follow the same logical structure as that used
to prove the analogous result over F2 appearing in [5, Theorem 1.5]. We provide the
argument here for the reader’s convenience, but note that the scheme is essentially the
same.

In [5] Juhász, Thurston and Zemke show that the images of any strong Heegaard
invariant, appropriately restricted, fit into a transitive system. To make this precise, we
introduce a few more definitions.

Definition 5.1 Suppose H1 and H2 are embedded isotopy diagrams for a closed,
oriented, pointed 3–manifold .Y; z/, with Heegaard surfaces

�1; �2 W .†1; z/; .†2; z/ ,! .Y; z/:

We say a diffeomorphism of isotopy diagrams d WH1!H2 is isotopic to the identity
in M if �2 ı d W†1! .Y; z/ is isotopic to �1 W†1! .Y; z/ relative to the basepoint.

Definition 5.2 Given .Y; z/, let .Gman/.Y;z/ be the following subgraph of Gman whose
vertices are embedded isotopy diagrams for .Y; z/. The edges e 2 .Gman/.Y;z/.H1;H2/

between two isotopy diagrams again come in four flavors,

.Gman/.Y;z/.H1;H2/D G˛man.H1;H2/[Gˇman.H1;H2/[Gstab
man.H1;H2/[ .Gdiff

man/
0.H1;H2/:

Here G˛man, Gˇman and Gstab
man are the same collections as in the definition of Gman, while

.Gdiff
man/

0.H1;H2/ consists of one edge for each element in the set of diffeomorphisms
from H1 to H2 which are isotopic to the identity in M .
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With these notions in hand, we have a stronger version of Proposition 2.4 which applies
now to embedded diagrams for some fixed .Y; z/:

Proposition 5.3 [5, Proposition 2.36] Given .Y; z/, any two vertices in the graph
.Gman/.Y;z/ can be connected by an oriented path in .Gman/.Y;z/.

The salient feature of a strong Heegaard invariant, F , is that the isomorphisms F.e/

associated to edges e in .Gman/.Y;z/ fit into a transitive system. This follows from the
fact that the isomorphism associated to a path depends only on the endpoints:

Theorem 5.4 [5, Theorem 2.38] Let F W Gman! C be a strong Heegaard invariant.
Given two isotopy diagrams H;H 0 2 j.Gman/.Y; z/j and any two oriented paths � and �
in .Gman/.Y; z/ from H to H 0, we have

F.�/D F.�/:

Now, for any two isotopy diagrams H and H 0, and an oriented path � from H to H 0,
we can define the map FH ;H 0 D F.�/.

Corollary 5.5 [5, Corollary 2.41] Suppose that H;H 0;H 00 2 j.Gman/.Y;z/j. Then

FH ;H 00 D FH 0;H 00 ıFH ;H 0 :

These results should provide some intuitive justification for the appearance of the notion
of a strong Heegaard invariant. At the very least, the notion is enough to ensure such
invariants fit into a transitive system. In particular, applying Corollary 5.5 to the strong
Heegaard invariants

CFı W Gman! Trans
�
P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//

�
of Theorem 1.3 immediately yields Corollary 1.5. We now show that this transitivity is
also enough for the functoriality ends we seek in Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1 Assuming Corollary 1.4, the Heegaard Floer invariants

HFı W Gman! P .ZŒU �–Mod/

are strong Heegaard invariants. Let Man� be the category of closed, connected, oriented
and based 3–manifolds with based diffeomorphisms. Using the strong Heegaard
invariants above, we can obtain functors

HFı1 WMan�! Trans.P .ZŒU �–Mod//
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as follows. Given a manifold .Y; z/ 2 Ob.Man�/, Corollary 5.5 ensures that the
modules HFı.H / for isotopy diagrams H 2j.Gman/.Y;z/j, along with the isomorphisms
HFı

H ;H 0
, form a transitive system. We denote this transitive system by

HFı1 .Y; z/ 2 Trans.P .ZŒU �–Mod//:

To a pointed diffeomorphism � W .Y; z/ ! .Y 0; z0/, the functor HFı
1

will assign a
morphism of transitive systems

HFı1 .�/ WHFı1 .Y; z/!HFı1 .Y
0; z0/

defined as follows. Given any isotopy diagram H D .†;A;B; z/ for .Y; z/, let
�H D�j† and H 0 be the isotopy diagram �.H / for .Y 0; z0/. By virtue of being a strong
Heegaard invariant, HFı associates a morphism HFı.�H / WHFı.H /!HFı.H 0/

in P .ZŒU �–Mod/ to any such diffeomorphism of isotopy diagrams �H . The collection
of morphisms f�H g for H 2 j.Gman/.Y;z/j will thus yield a collection of morphisms
fHFı.�H /g. We claim that this collection of morphisms is in fact a morphism of
transitive systems

HFı1 .�/ WHFı1 .Y; z/!HFı1 .Y
0; z0/

as desired. According to Definition 4.3, we must check that for any path of edges  in
.Gman/.Y;z/ from H1 to H2, we have HFı.�H2

/ ıHFı. /DHFı. 0/ ıHFı.�H1
/

for some path  0 in .Gman/.Y 0;z0/ from H 0
1

to H 0
2
. If  is given by the path of edges

D0
e1
�!D1

e2
�! � � �

en�1
��!Dn�1

en
�!Dn

in .Gman/.Y;z/ from D0 DH1 to Dn DH2, we pick out a path  0 in .Gman/.Y 0;z0/ from
H 0

1
to H 0

2
given by

D00
e0

1
�!D01

e0
2
�! � � �

e0
n�1
��!Dn�1

e0n
�!D0n

as follows. We define the intermediate isotopy diagrams in the path  0 by D0i D �.Di/.
If the edge ei is given by a strong ˛–equivalence, a strong ˇ–equivalence, or a
(de)stabilization, we let ei0 denote the corresponding strong ˛–equivalence, strong ˇ–
equivalence, or (de)stabilization. If ei corresponds to a diffeomorphism ei WDi�1!Di

isotopic to the identity, we set e0i D �Di
ı ei ı�

�1
Di�1

. We then have a subgraph in Gman

given by

D0 D1 � � � Dn�1 Dn

D0
0

D0
1

� � � Dn�1 D0n

e1

�H1

e2

�D1

en�1 en

�Dn�1
�H2

e0
1

e0
2

e0
n�1 e0n
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The condition that needs to be verified is that the image under HFı of the outer
rectangle in this subgraph commutes. By construction of the path  0, each small square
in the diagram is either a distinguished rectangle (recall Definition 3.7) or a commuting
square of diffeomorphisms. Commutativity of the large rectangle now follows by virtue
of HFı being a strong Heegaard invariant. Since the restriction of HFı to Gdiff

man is
a functor, the image under HFı of the commuting square of diffeomorphisms also
commutes. Since the image under HFı of any distinguished rectangle also commutes,
we thus see that the morphism of transitive systems

HFı1 .�/ WHFı1 .Y; z/!HFı1 .Y
0; z0/

associated to a pointed diffeomorphism � is well defined.

The assignments above thus define the functor HFı
1

; we note that composition of
morphisms in Man� are respected under HFı

1
because HFı is a strong Heegaard

invariant, and in particular must be a functor when restricted to Gdiff
man (see axiom (1) in

Definition 3.7).

Finally, we note that isotopic diffeomorphisms in Man� induce identical maps un-
der HFı

1
. To see this, suppose � W .Y; z/! .Y; z/ is isotopic to Id.Y;z/, and fix an

isotopy diagram H D .†;A;B; z/ for .Y; z/. Then �H D �jH is isotopic to IdH and
H 0D�.H /DH , so by virtue of HFı being a strong Heegaard invariant we must have
HFı.�H /D IdHFı.H /. Thus HFı

1
.�/ is the map of transitive systems defined by the

data fHFı.�H /D IdHFı.H /g for H 2 .Gman/.Y;z/, and is thus an identity morphism
in Trans.P .ZŒU �–Mod//.

6 Heegaard Floer homology as a weak Heegaard invariant

In this section we very briefly recall numerous maps defined on the Heegaard Floer
chain complexes, and then use these maps to define the underlying morphisms of graphs
of the strong Heegaard invariants appearing in Theorem 1.3. For the most part we just
seek to establish notation in Sections 6.1–6.4, and refer the reader to [5], [6] and [11]
for detailed descriptions of the constructions involved in the definitions appearing there.

For concreteness and ease of notation, we will phrase the results in this section in terms
of CF�; however we note that the definitions vary in a cosmetic way, and analogous
results hold, for all of the variants CFı. In particular, the proof of Theorem 1.3 for
CFı will follow by the same arguments given here for CF�. In fact, one could also
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obtain the results for the other variants directly from those we prove, as bCF ;CFC and
CF1 can all be obtained by taking suitable tensor products with CF� and quotients
thereof.

Finally, we note at the outset that we will use � to indicate homotopic chain maps.

6.1 Spinc structures and strong admissibility

We must first address the fact that while the graph Gman that we have been considering
thus far contains arbitrary Heegaard diagrams, the Heegaard Floer chain complexes
defined in [11] are defined only with respect to certain admissible diagrams. Since we
will focus on the case of CF� in this section, the admissibility we will need is given
by the notion of strong admissibility, which we now summarize.

We begin by recalling the setting of Heegaard Floer homology, and the role of Spinc

structures in the construction of the Heegaard Floer chain complexes. Given a genus g

based Heegaard diagram

HD .†;˛D .˛1; ˛2; : : : ; ˛g/;ˇ D .ˇ1; ˇ2; : : : ; ˇg/; z/

for a closed, connected, oriented and based 3–manifold .Y; z/, one considers the tori

T˛ D ˛1 �˛2 � � � � �˛g; Tˇ D ˇ1 �ˇ2 � � � � �ˇg

in the symmetric product Symg.†/ WD .†�� � ��†/=Sg. A choice of complex structure
on † induces an almost complex structure on Symg.†/, and with respect to such an
induced structure the tori T˛ and Tˇ are totally real. The Heegaard Floer homology is
then defined as a variation of Lagrangian intersection Floer homology applied to these
tori. To define the chain complexes one must fix a complex structure j on †, and a
choice of generic path Js of almost complex structures on Symg.†/ through Symg.j /;
see [11].

The basepoint z induces a map

sz W T˛\Tˇ ! Spinc.Y /

which associates to each intersection point a Spinc–structure. One first defines a chain
complex

CF�.H; s/

which is freely generated as an abelian group by Œx; i �, for x 2T˛\Tˇ with sz.x/D s

and for i 2 Z with i < 0. Given two intersection points x;y 2 T˛ \ Tˇ , we let
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�2.x;y/ denote the set of homotopy classes of Whitney disks connecting x to y in
Symg.†/, with the usual boundary conditions. Given a homotopy class � 2 �2.x;y/,
we denote by MJs

.�/ the moduli space of Js–holomorphic disks in the class �, and
write bMJs

.�/DMJs
.�/=R for the quotient with respect to the R–action coming from

the translation action on the disks. We let �.�/ denote the Maslov index of the class �,
and let nz.�/ denote the algebraic intersection number of � with z � Symg�1.†/. We
then have a well-defined relative (in general cyclic) grading on the generators defined
above, given by the formula

gr.Œx; i �; Œy ; j �/D �.�/� 2nz.�/C 2i � 2j ;

where � is any class � 2 �2.x;y/. This grading is only integral if c1.s/D 0. Finally,
the differential

@ W CF�.H; s/! CF�.H; s/

is defined by the formula

@.Œx; i �/D
X

fy2T˛\Tˇ jsz .y/Dsg

X
f�2�2.x;y/j�.�/D1g

# bMJs
.�/ � Œy ; i � nz.�/�:

There is an action of the polynomial ring ZŒU � on the complex CF�.H; s/, where

U � Œx; i �D Œx; i � 1�

decreases the relative grading by 2. We will always consider CF�.H; s/ as a complex
of ZŒU �–modules. Finally, the total chain complex associated to H then splits by
definition as

CF�.H/D
M

s2Spinc.Y /

CF�.H; s/:

Given a Spinc structure s, we call a pointed Heegaard diagram s–realized if there is an
intersection point x 2 T˛\Tˇ with sz.x/D s. We note that for any s 2 Spinc.Y; z/

there is an s–realized pointed Heegaard diagram for .Y; z/ by [11, Lemma 5.2].

The chain complex CF�.H; s/ can in fact only be defined for Heegaard diagrams
HD .†;˛;ˇ; z/ which satisfy an admissibility hypothesis. Given s 2 Spinc.Y /, we
say the diagram H is strongly s–admissible if every nontrivial periodic domain D on H
satisfying hc1.s/;H.D/i D 2n � 0 has some coefficient that is greater than n. Here
H.D/2H2.Y IZ/ is the homology class naturally associated to the periodic domain D.
It turns out that this notion of admissibility is enough to ensure that differential @ given
above consists of a finite sum and is well defined on CF�.H; s/, and to ensure that it in
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fact yields a chain complex. It is shown in [11, Lemma 5.4] that given any s2Spinc.Y /,
there is an s–realized, strongly s–admissible pointed diagram for .Y; z/.

To define triangle maps on the Floer chain complexes, we will need an analogous notion
of admissibility for Heegaard triple diagrams. A pointed triple diagram

T D .†;˛;ˇ;; z/

specifies a 4–manifold with boundary, which we denote by X˛;ˇ; . Given now a
Spinc–structure s on X˛;ˇ; , denote by s˛;ˇ the restriction of s to the boundary
component Y˛;ˇ . We will say the triple diagram T is strongly s–admissible if any triply
periodic domain D which is the sum of doubly periodic domains

D DD˛;ˇ CDˇ; CD˛;

and which furthermore satisfies

hc1.s˛;ˇ/;H.D˛;ˇ/iC hc1.sˇ;/;H.Dˇ;/iC hc1.s˛;/;H.D˛;/i D 2n� 0

has some coefficient greater than n. It is shown in [11, Lemma 8.11] that given any
pointed triple diagram T and a Spinc structure s on X˛;ˇ; , there is a pointed triple
diagram isotopic to T which is strongly s–admissible.

6.2 Orientation systems

6.2.1 Coherent orientation systems of disks We recall that to define the differential
on the Heegaard Floer chain complexes with coefficients in Z, one must perform signed
counts of the points in certain moduli spaces of pseudoholomorphic disks. To do so,
one must ensure that on a pointed Heegaard diagram H D .†;˛;ˇ; z/ the moduli
spaces of holomorphic disks in a homotopy class A 2 �2.x;y/, which we denote by
MA or M.A/, are orientable. By [11, Proposition 3.10] (or [6, Proposition 6.3] for the
reader more comfortable in the cylindrical setting), these moduli spaces are orientable
whenever they are smoothly cut out. There this is shown by trivializing the determinant
line bundle L of the virtual index bundle of the linearized N@–equation defining the
moduli space in question, so when necessary we will specify our orientations by
specifying sections of these determinant line bundles.

In order for these orientations to allow for the structure of a chain complex on the
Heegaard Floer chain modules, we actually need somewhat more: we want the moduli
spaces for different homotopy classes of disks to be oriented coherently. To make
this precise, Ozsváth and Szabó used the notion of a coherent orientation system for
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the moduli spaces of holomorphic disks in a Heegaard diagram H D .†;˛;ˇ; z/.
Such an orientation system consists of a collection oH D o˛;ˇ WD fo

A
˛;ˇ
g of sections

oA
˛;ˇ

of the determinant line bundle L over all possible homotopy classes of disks
A 2 �2.x;y/ (ranging over all x;y 2 T˛ \Tˇ/. Roughly, the coherence condition
amounts to requiring that these sections are compatible with a process of gluing
holomorphic disks together. We refer the reader to [11] for the precise definition of the
coherence condition, or to Section 8.2 where we will formulate a precise version of
the notion in the cylindrical setting. For our purposes in this section, we mainly just
want to recall the fact that every pointed Heegaard diagram equipped with complex
structure data achieving transversality admits a coherent orientation system by the
remarks following [11, Definition 3.12]. We also want to make explicit the following
equivalence relation on orientation systems.

Definition 6.1 Fix two coherent orientation systems o˛;ˇ and o0
˛;ˇ

on a diagram
HD .†;˛;ˇ; z/. We say the orientation systems are equivalent if there is a function

� W T˛\Tˇ ! f˙1g

such that for each x;y 2 T˛\Tˇ ,

oA
˛;ˇ D �.x/ � �.y/ � o

0A
˛;ˇ

for all A 2M.x;y/.

It follows directly from the definition of the differential on CF� that equivalent
orientation systems give rise to isomorphic Heegaard Floer chain complexes. In what
follows, we will often be concerned with specifying orientation systems which are
unique up to equivalence. For these discussions, it will be useful to explicitly recall
one more definition from the literature.

Definition 6.2 [11, Definition 3.12] Given a Spinc structure s, a strongly s–admissible
diagram H D .†;˛;ˇ; z/, and an intersection point x0 2 T˛ \ Tˇ , we will say a
collection of classes fAyg where Ay 2 �2.x0;y/ and y ranges over the intersection
points in .T˛\Tˇ/ n fx0g which represent s, is a complete set of paths (based at x0)
for .H; s/.

6.2.2 Coherent orientation systems of triangles Given a pointed Heegaard triple
diagram T D .†;˛;ˇ;; z/, we also note that moduli spaces of holomorphic triangles
in a homotopy class  , which we denote by M or M. /, are also orientable when
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they are smoothly cut out, by [11, Section 8.2] (or [6, Proposition 10.3]). Given a
collection oT WD fo˛;ˇ; ; o˛;ˇ ; oˇ; ; o˛;g, where o˛;ˇ; is a collection of sections
of the determinant line bundle over all homotopy classes of triangles, and o˛;ˇ , oˇ;
and o˛; are collections of sections of the determinant line bundle over all homotopy
classes of disks in the respective double diagrams, we will consider a related notion of
coherence; see [11, Definition 8.6]. Roughly, the coherence condition here will amount
to the requirement that each collection of orientations of the moduli spaces of strips on
the respective double diagrams are coherent, and that all possible pregluings of triangles
with strips satisfy the analogous gluing condition (this coherence condition will also
be spelled out precisely in Section 8.2). The existence of such coherent orientation
systems is guaranteed by the following result.

Lemma 6.3 [11, Lemma 8.7] Fix a pointed Heegaard triple diagram .†;˛;ˇ;; z/,
and let s be a Spinc structure on X˛;ˇ; whose restriction to each boundary component
is realized by an intersection point in the corresponding Heegaard diagram. Then for
any coherent orientation systems o˛;ˇ and oˇ; for two of the boundary components ,
there exists at least one coherent orientation system o˛; for the remaining boundary
component and a coherent orientation system o˛;ˇ; such that the entire collection of
orientations is coherent.

Remark 6.4 We note here that this lemma does not guarantee that the orientation
systems o˛; and o˛;ˇ; are unique, as can be seen from inspection of the proof
provided in [11, Lemma 8.7]. We mainly provide the reference to this lemma as it is
stated for background context on the existence of coherent orientation systems. In what
follows we will actually be interested in using a strengthened version of this lemma that
applies in a particular situation to produce a unique induced coherent orientation system,
which we will specify more precisely when the time comes. We note in particular
that we only cite Lemma 6.3 in two places in this paper (in Sections 6.4 and 6.8), and
in both cases an additional argument is used to explain why the induced orientation
system is unique in the context under consideration.

It will be useful later to have a clear understanding of the indeterminacy in the orientation
systems furnished by this lemma, and to have terminology with which we can refer
to the sources of indeterminacy. To do so, we will now describe a high level outline
of the proof of the above lemma, and point out explicitly where in the proof the
indeterminacies arise. For details of the proof, we just point to the original source,
since we have no new perspectives or value to add in reproducing them.
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Assume we have fixed o˛;ˇ and oˇ; as in the statement of the lemma. The way
to produce o˛; and the coherent orientation system o˛;ˇ; on the triple diagram
guaranteed by the lemma can be summarized as follows.

(1) Choose an arbitrary orientation over a single class of triangle 02�2.x0;y0; z0/

connecting intersection points x0, y0 and z0.

(2) Next, fix orientations over all periodic classes �˛; 2 …z0
� �2.z0; z0/ as

follows:

(a) Define a subgroup K �…z0
by

K D
˚
�˛; 2 �2.z0; z0/ j 9�˛;ˇ 2 �2.x0;x0/; �ˇ; 2 �2.y0;y0/

such that  0C�˛; D  0C�˛;ˇ C�ˇ;
	
:

(b) Show that the periodic classes split as

…z0
DK˚Q

for some free abelian group Q.

(c) Using the defining property of K and a small lemma, extend o˛; over all
periodic classes in K such that the resulting orientations are consistent with
o˛;ˇ and oˇ; .

(d) Choose the orientations o˛; arbitrarily over a basis for Q. We will call this
collection of choices the indeterminacy over Q.

(e) Obtain orientations over all classes of triangles  2 �2.x0;y0; z0/ by boot-
strapping from the above.

(3) Next, choose a complete set of paths for Y˛; , and choose orientations for o˛;
over the classes defining the complete set of paths. We will call this collection
of choices the indeterminacy over a complete set of paths.

(4) The previously defined orientations together uniquely determine a coherent orien-
tation system for the triple diagram. We see that, up to a sign, the indeterminacy
in the orientation systems o˛; and o˛;ˇ; furnished by the lemma is due to the
indeterminacy over Q and the indeterminacy over a complete set of paths.

Finally, we note that the indeterminacy over a complete set of paths mentioned above
does in fact vanish in general, so long as we consider orientation systems up to
equivalence. For given a complete set of paths and two orientation systems o˛;
and o0˛; which differ on the complete set of paths, it is straightforward to construct
a third orientation system o00˛; which is equivalent to o0˛; and which agrees with
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o˛; on the complete set of paths. Indeed, if the complete set of paths is denoted
by fAyg, construct an equivalence function � by declaring for each y that �.y/D�1

if o˛;.Ay/¤ o0˛;.Ay/. Altering o0˛; by any such equivalence function will yield
an orientation system o00˛; as desired. Thus up to equivalence and sign, we see that
the indeterminacy in the orientation systems o˛; and o˛;ˇ; furnished by the lemma
is solely due to the indeterminacy over Q (coming from the indeterminacy in the
orientations over the periodic classes).

6.3 Change of almost complex structures

Next, we recall the dependence of the construction of the Heegaard Floer invariants
on the choices of almost complex structures involved. The definition of the Heegaard
Floer chain complex associated to a pointed Heegaard diagram .†;˛;ˇ; z/ in fact
requires a choice of complex structure j on †, and a generic path of almost complex
structures Js � U on Symg.†/ going through the structure Symg.j / induced by j .
Here g is the genus of † and U is a particular contractible set of almost complex
structures specified by Ozsváth and Szabó in [11, Theorem 3.15 and Section 4.1].
Given a strongly s–admissible pointed Heegaard diagram HD .†;˛;ˇ; z/, a coherent
orientation o on H, and two choices of such almost complex structure data .j ;Js/ and
.j 0;J 0s/, there is a chain homotopy equivalence

ˆJs!J 0s
W CF�Js

.†;˛;ˇ; z; s; o/! CF�
J 0s
.†;˛;ˇ; z; s; o0/:

Here o0 is an orientation system uniquely determined by o, as described in the beginning
of [6, Section 9]. These equivalences fit into a transitive system in the homotopy category
of chain complexes of ZŒU �–modules, in the sense that ˆJs!Js

� idCF�.†;˛;ˇ/ and
ˆJ 0s!J 00s

ıˆJs!J 0s
� ˆJs!J 00s

. This is shown in [14, Lemma 2.11]. We denote this
transitive system in the homotopy category of complexes of ZŒU �–modules by

CF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; s; o/:

Of course we also obtain from the maps ˆJs!J 0s
a transitive system of isomorphisms

on homology. We will denote the colimit of the ZŒU �–modules HF�
Js
.†;˛;ˇ; z; s; o/

with respect to this transitive system by

HF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; s; o/:

6.4 Triangle maps and continuation maps

Given a pointed Heegaard triple diagram T D .†;˛;ˇ;; z/ which is strongly s–
admissible for a Spinc structure s on X˛;ˇ; , as well as a coherent orientation system
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o˛;ˇ; compatible with coherent orientation systems o˛;ˇ , oˇ; and o˛; , there are
ZŒU �–module chain maps F˛;ˇ;. � ; s; o˛;ˇ;/ of the form

CF�Js
.†;˛;ˇ; s˛;ˇ ; o˛;ˇ/˝ZŒU � CF�Js

.†;ˇ;; sˇ; ; oˇ; /! CF�Js
.†;˛;; s˛; ; o˛; /

defined in [11, Theorem 8.12]. Here, and throughout this section, we sometimes
suppress the basepoint z from the chain complex notation for brevity, but the dependence
is always implied. Put simply, these chain maps count pseudoholomorphic triangles
on the triple diagram. In fact, the homotopy class of the chain map F˛;ˇ; does
not depend on the choice of almost complex structure data. More precisely, for two
choices of almost complex structure data the maps above commute up to homotopy
with the change of almost complex structure maps by [11, Proposition 8.13]. Thus with
respect to the transitive systems CF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; s; o/, the map F˛;ˇ; is a morphism
in Trans.Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//, ie a morphism between two transitive systems in the
homotopy category of ZŒU �modules. We denote this morphism by F˛;ˇ;. � ; s; o˛;ˇ;/
and it takes the form

CF�.†;˛;ˇ; s˛;ˇ ; o˛;ˇ/˝ZŒU � CF�.†;ˇ;; sˇ; ; oˇ; /! CF�.†;˛;; s˛; ; o˛; /:

We also obtain induced maps of ZŒU �–modules F˛;ˇ;. � ; s; o˛;ˇ;/ of the form

HF�.†;˛;ˇ; s˛;ˇ ; o˛;ˇ/˝ZŒU � HF�.†;ˇ;; sˇ; ; oˇ; /!HF�.†;˛;; s˛; ; o˛; /:

The triangle maps above allow one to define maps associated to handleslides. To
describe the handleslide maps, we first recall the following fact.

Lemma 6.5 [11, Lemma 9.4, Remark 9.2 and Section 9.1; 5, Lemma 9.2] Let
.†;ˇ; 0; z/ be a pointed genus g Heegaard diagram such that  0 can be obtained from
ˇ by performing a sequence of handleslides among the curves in ˇ . Then the diagram
represents #g

.S1 �S2/. There is a unique Spinc structure s0 2 Spinc
�
#g
.S1 �S2/

�
such that c1.s0/ D 0, and upon performing a particular small Hamiltonian isotopy
of  0— specified in [11] — to obtain .†;ˇ;; z/, one can ensure this new diagram
is strongly s0–admissible. Furthermore , there is a choice of coherent orientation
system oˇ; on this diagram such that

bHF .†;ˇ;; z; s0; oˇ;/ŠH�.T
g
IZ/;

HF�.†;ˇ;; z; s0; oˇ;/Š ZŒU �˝H�.T
g
IZ/:

In this case it follows that in the highest nontrivial relative homological grading
HF�.†;ˇ;; z; s0; oˇ;/ is isomorphic to Z DW h�ˇ;i, for a generator we denote
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by �ˇ; . Finally , there is only one equivalence class of orientation system with these
properties.

Remark 6.6 For such a diagram, we can also identify a particular intersection point
�ˇ; 2 CF�.†;ˇ;; z; s0; oˇ;/ representing this element of homology. Indeed, the
strongly admissible diagram referred to in the lemma statement yields a chain complex
whose rank is the same as that of its homology, and which has a unique intersection
point realizing s0 in the maximal relative grading.

Remark 6.7 All of the statements in the lemma other than the last sentence are
explicitly proved in the cited references. The last sentence is also contained implicitly
in the references cited, but since it is particularly relevant to our arguments we provide
a sketch of the proof below.

The last sentence in Lemma 6.5 follows from the next result.

Lemma 6.8 Equivalence classes of coherent orientation systems over the diagram
.†;ˇ;; z/ for .S1 �S2/#g from Lemma 6.5 are in bijection with morphisms

�1.T
g/! Aut.Z/;

where T g is a torus. Furthermore , for a corresponding orientation system o and
morphism L,

bHF ..S1
�S2/#g; o/ŠH�.T

g
IL/:

Proof sketch Fix a diagram .†;ˇ;; z/ for .S1 �S2/#g as described in Lemma 6.5,
an intersection point x0 2 Tˇ \ T , and a complete set of paths based at x0. As
described in Remark 6.4, all coherent orientation systems on the diagram agree on
the complete set of paths up to equivalence. Thus equivalence classes of coherent
orientation systems are determined by their values on a basis for the periodic domains
based at x0. Note that specifying values in f˙1g for each class in a basis for the
periodic domains based at x0 is the same as specifying a morphism �1.T

g/!Aut.Z/,
since the group of periodic classes is identified with H 1..S1�S2/#g/. This establishes
the first sentence in the lemma.

The second statement in the lemma follows from a direct comparison of the contributions
to homology (Heegaard Floer or singular) in the diagrams in question for a given choice
of values over a basis for the periodic domains based at x0. For example, assigning 1
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to each periodic domain corresponds to the isomorphism class of local system over T g

specified by the trivial homomorphism L W �1.T
g/! Z=2Z, and to some equivalence

class of coherent orientation system on .†;ˇ;; z/. Using the local picture and
calculations developed in [11, Lemma 9.4], one can establish an identification between
generators of �1 and generators of bHF .

Now to establish the last sentence in Lemma 6.5, just note that there is a single local
system L over the torus T g for which the singular homology is H�.T

gIZ/ (namely
the trivial local system).

Given a strongly s–admissible triple diagram .†;˛;ˇ;; z/ with  related to ˇ as in
the statement of Lemma 6.5, we will write

‰˛ˇ!. � ; s; o˛;ˇ;/ WD F˛;ˇ;. � ˝ �ˇ; ; s; o˛;ˇ;/;

where

F˛;ˇ; . � ˝ �ˇ; ; s; o˛;ˇ; / W CF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; s˛;ˇ ; o˛;ˇ/! CF�.†;˛;; z; s˛; ; o˛; /:

Here we have used an arbitrary coherent orientation system o˛;ˇ and the coherent
orientation system oˇ; of Lemma 6.5, and enlarged them to a coherent orientation
system o˛;ˇ; . That this can be done in some way is ensured by Lemma 6.3; in
fact, though, this enlargement is unique up to equivalence in this particular case, as
we now explain. Recall we have seen in Remark 6.4 that the indeterminacy in the
equivalence classes of the orientation systems furnished by Lemma 6.3 is due solely to
the indeterminacy over the group Q. It is shown in the proof of [11, Lemma 8.7] that
this group Q is the image of the composition q ı i ,

H2.Y˛;/
i
�!H2.X˛;ˇ;/

q
�!H2.X˛;ˇ; ;Y˛;ˇ [Yˇ;/

where i is induced by inclusion and q comes from the relative long exact sequence for
the relevant pair. In the case at hand, we have Y˛;ˇ Š Y˛; are arbitrary 3–manifolds,
and X˛;ˇ; is Y˛;ˇ � I with a neighborhood of a bouquet of g circles removed. Thus
we have i.H2.Y˛;ˇ//D i.H2.Y˛;//, and QD 0. This establishes that the coherent
orientation systems used in our definition of the map ‰˛

ˇ!
above are well defined.

Similarly, if instead ˇ is related to ˛ as in the statement of Lemma 6.5, we will write

‰
˛!ˇ
 . � ; s; oˇ;˛;/ WD Fˇ;˛;.�ˇ;˛˝ � ; s; oˇ;˛;/;

where

Fˇ;˛; .�ˇ;˛˝ � ; s; oˇ;˛; / W CF�.†;˛;; z; s˛; ; o˛; /! CF�.†;ˇ;; z; sˇ; ; oˇ; /:
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These can be thought of as maps on the Floer invariants associated to (small variations of)
sequences of handleslides on diagrams. These maps are in fact homotopy equivalences
according to the following result.

Lemma 6.9 [11, Theorem 9.5 and Section 9.1] (1) If .†;˛;ˇ;;z/ is a strongly s–
admissible triple diagram and ˇ is related to  as in the statement of Lemma 6.5,
then ‰˛

ˇ!
is a chain homotopy equivalence.

(2) Furthermore , such equivalences are transitive: for two triples satisfying the
conditions above we have

‰˛ˇ! �‰
˛
ı! ı‰

˛
ˇ!ı:

(3) The analogous results hold for the maps induced by changing the ˛ curves.

There are also maps associated to special Hamiltonian isotopies of diagrams [11, Proof
of Theorem 7.3]. Given strongly s–admissible diagrams .†;˛;ˇ; z/ and .†;˛0;ˇ 0; z/
and an exact Hamiltonian isotopy on .†; !/ taking ˛ to ˛0 and ˇ to ˇ 0, which fur-
thermore never crosses the basepoint, we claim that each coherent orientation system
o˛;ˇ for the first diagram determines a unique equivalence class of coherent orientation
system o˛0;ˇ 0 for the second. This is part of the statement of [11, Theorem 7.3],
and can be understood as follows. First note that it will suffice to show that there is
a correspondence �2.x;x/H1

Š �2.y ;y/H2
between homotopy classes of periodic

disks based at some intersection point x on H1 and homotopy classes of periodic
disks based at some intersection point y on H2. With this fact established, a coherent
orientation system on the first diagram uniquely determines an equivalence class on the
second diagram, since as we have already observed equivalence classes of orientation
systems on H2 are determined by their values on the periodic domains based at a single
intersection point. The correspondence �2.x;x/H1

Š �2.y ;y/H2
is realized by a

certain concatenation with a homotopy class with varying boundary conditions, as we
now explain.

Following [11, Proof of Theorem 7.3], let us denote our isotopy by ‰t W † ! †

and set ˛t D ‰t .˛/ and ˇt D ‰t .ˇ/. Define �‰t

2
.x;y/ to be the set of homotopy

classes of Whitney disks which connect x 2 T˛ \ Tˇ to y 2 T˛0 \ Tˇ 0 and have
boundary conditions u.0; t/ 2 ˛t , u.1; t/ 2 ˇt . We now explain how a single class
� 2 �

‰t

2
.x;y/ establishes the desired correspondence �2.x;x/H1

Š� �2.y ;y/H2
via

a certain conjugation. Given u representing A 2 �2.x;x/H1
and a disk v representing

the class � 2 �‰t

2
.x;y/, we can construct a disk Nv \ u \ v by concatenation. Such
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a disk lies in �‰1�t�Id�‰t

2
.y ;y/, which is the set of homotopy classes of Whitney

disks which connect y 2 T˛0 \Tˇ 0 to itself, and have boundary conditions matching
N̨ �˛0 �˛ and Ň �ˇ0 �ˇ on its two sides, where N̨ and Ň are the curves traversed in
the opposite direction. We now claim two things:

(1) This correspondence establishes a bijection

�2.x;x/Š �
‰1�t�Id�‰t

2
.y ;y/:

(2) There is also a bijection

�
‰1�t�Id�‰t

2
.y ;y/Š �2.y ;y/:

We omit the proofs of these facts, but note that both can be understood by thinking of
the space of periodic domains at x as a subspace of the fundamental group of the path
space between the Heegaard curves, based at the constant path x. In this context, one
can show that an isotopy of the Heegaard curves gives rise to an identification between
path spaces, and that the class � yields an identification between the corresponding
loop spaces. This line of reasoning can be used to establish both bijections. For the
interested reader, a precise argument explaining related facts in a more general setting
can be found in [2, Section 3.3]. Finally, one should note that a class � 2 �‰t

2
.x;y/

does in fact exist for y D‰1.x/, because given an intersection point x 2T˛\Tˇ , we
may just follow it with the isotopy to obtain a disk u.s; t/D‰t .x/ which satisfies the
requirements for a disk with varying boundary conditions between x and y D‰1.x/.
This completes the explanation of the identification between equivalence classes of
coherent orientation systems on .†;˛;ˇ; z/ and .†;˛0;ˇ 0; z/.

With respect to the aforementioned orientation systems there is an induced chain
homotopy equivalence

�˛!˛
0

ˇ!ˇ 0 W CF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; s; o˛;ˇ/! CF�.†;˛0;ˇ 0; z; s; o˛0;ˇ 0/;

which we call a continuation map associated to the Hamiltonian isotopy �t . We will
also use the notation

�˛!˛
0

ˇ D �˛!˛
0

ˇ!ˇ and �˛ˇ!ˇ 0 D �
˛!˛
ˇ!ˇ 0 :

By [14, Lemma 2.12], these equivalences compose naturally under concatenation of
isotopies in the sense that

�˛!˛
00

ˇ � �˛
0!˛00

ˇ ı�˛!˛
0

ˇ and �˛!˛
0

ˇ!ˇ 0 � �
˛!˛0

ˇ 0 ı�˛ˇ!ˇ 0 � �
˛0

ˇ!ˇ 0 ı�
˛!˛0

ˇ :
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Furthermore, by their definition in [11, Proof of Theorem 7.3], they satisfy �˛!˛
ˇ!ˇ

D

idCF�.†;˛;ˇ;z;s;o˛;ˇ/.

As suggested by the notation, we note that while the continuation map is a priori
associated to a Hamiltonian isotopy between the isotopic attaching curves, in the cases
of interest for us its chain homotopy class will actually be independent of the choice of
isotopy. To see this, we recall:

Lemma 6.10 [11, Lemma 9.1 and Section 9.1] Let .†;ˇ;ˇ 0; z/ be a pointed diagram
such that each curve ˇ0i in ˇ 0 is obtained from the curve ˇi in ˇ by performing a small
Hamiltonian isotopy which introduces two transverse intersection points between ˇi

and ˇ0i , and no intersection points between ˇ0i and ǰ for j ¤ i . Then the diagram
represents #g

.S1 � S2/. There is a unique Spinc structure s0 2 Spinc
�
#g
.S1 �

S2/
�

such that c1.s0/ D 0, and the diagram .†;ˇ;ˇ 0; z/ is strongly s0–admissible.
Furthermore , there is a choice of coherent orientation system oˇ;ˇ 0 on this diagram such
that in the highest nontrivial relative homological grading HF�.†;ˇ;ˇ 0; z; s0; oˇ;ˇ 0/

is isomorphic to ZDW h�ˇ;ˇ 0i for a generator we denote by �ˇ;ˇ 0 .

Using the generator �ˇ;ˇ 0 we have an analogous triangle map to that defined above,
which is also shown to be an equivalence:

Lemma 6.11 [11, Theorem 9.8 and Section 9.1] If .†;˛;ˇ;ˇ 0; z/ is a strongly
s–admissible triple diagram and ˇ 0 is related to ˇ as in the statement of Lemma 6.10
by a sufficiently small isotopy, then

F˛;ˇ;ˇ 0.� ˝ �ˇ;ˇ 0/ W CF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; s˛;ˇ ; o˛;ˇ/! CF�.†;˛;ˇ 0; z; s˛;ˇ 0 ; o˛;ˇ 0/

is a chain homotopy equivalence.

Furthermore, we have:

Lemma 6.12 [6, Proposition 11.4] If the triple diagram .†;˛;ˇ;ˇ 0; z/ is strongly
s–admissible and ˇ 0 is related to ˇ as in the statement of Lemma 6.10 by a sufficiently
small isotopy, then the continuation map associated to any Hamiltonian isotopy �t

between ˇ and ˇ 0 satisfies

�˛ˇ!ˇ 0 � F˛;ˇ;ˇ 0. � ˝ �ˇ;ˇ 0/:

We thus see that the continuation maps associated to small Hamiltonian isotopies of
the attaching curves are independent of the choice of isotopy.
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Finally, we introduce notation for a composition of triangle maps and continuation
maps associated to strong ˛–equivalences and strong ˇ–equivalences.

Definition 6.13 [14, Section 2 and Lemma 2.13] Given two strongly s–admissible
diagrams .†;˛1;ˇ1; z/ and .†;˛2;ˇ2; z/ which are strongly equivalent, one can
construct another pointed diagram .†;˛0

1
;ˇ 0

1
; z/ such that:

(1) ˛0
1

and ˇ 0
1

are obtained respectively from ˛1 and ˇ1 by special isotopies.

(2) ˛2 and ˇ2 are obtained respectively from ˛0
1

and ˇ 0
1

by (small variations of)
sequences of handleslides as in Lemma 6.5.

(3) The quadruple diagram .†;˛0
1
;ˇ 0

1
;˛2;ˇ2/ is strongly s–admissible for the

unique Spinc–structure on X˛0
1
;ˇ 0

1
;˛2;ˇ2

which restricts to s on Y˛0
1
;ˇ2

and s0

on Y˛0
1
;˛2

and Yˇ 0
1
;ˇ2

.

We define a map,

ˆ
˛1!˛2

ˇ1!ˇ2
. � ; s/ W CF�.†;˛1;ˇ1; z; s/! CF�.†;˛2;ˇ2; z; s/

associated to two such strongly equivalent diagrams by the formula

ˆ
˛1!˛2

ˇ1!ˇ2
. � ; s/D‰˛2

ˇ 0
1
!ˇ2
ı‰

˛0
1
!˛2

ˇ 0
1

ı�
˛1!˛

0
1

ˇ1!ˇ
0
1

:

We will sometimes use the notation

ˆ˛ˇ!ˇ 0 Dˆ
˛!˛
ˇ!ˇ 0 and ˆ˛!˛

0

ˇ Dˆ˛!˛
0

ˇ!ˇ :

6.5 The weak Heegaard Floer invariants

Using the previous two subsections, we are now in position to define the value on
vertices of the morphism of graphs

CF� W Gman! Trans
�
P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//

�
which will partially define the weak invariants underlying the maps in Theorem 1.3. In
doing so, we will also define the value on vertices of the morphism of graphs

HF� W Gman! P .ZŒU �–Mod/

appearing in Corollary 1.4.
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Definition 6.14 Fix some pointed isotopy diagram H D .†;A;B; z/ (corresponding
to a vertex in Gman) representing the pointed 3–manifold .Y; z/. For s 2 Spinc.Y /, let

Admiss.†;A;B;z/.s/D fstrongly s–admissible diagrams .†;˛;ˇ; z/ j Œ˛�DA; Œˇ �D Bg

be the set of strongly s–admissible diagrams representing H . By [11, Proofs of
Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.4], this is nonempty for all s 2 Spinc.Y /. Choose any
diagram HD .†;˛;ˇ; z/ 2Admiss.†;A;B;z/.s/, and fix a coherent orientation system
o˛;ˇ on it. By [11, Lemma 7.3], the transitive system CF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; s; o˛;ˇ/ can
be used along with the continuation maps � to induce coherent orientation systems
for all strongly s–admissible diagrams representing the isotopy diagram H . Then by
[14, Lemma 2.12], the transitive systems CF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; s; o˛;ˇ/ ranging over all
.†;˛;ˇ; z/ 2 Admiss.†;A;B;z/.s/ fit into a transitive system (of morphisms between
transitive systems) with respect to the continuation maps �˛!˛

0

ˇ!ˇ 0
. We can therefore

define a single transitive system (see Section 4) in Kom.ZŒU �–Mod/, which we denote
by

CF�.H; s/:

Finally, we define the value of the weak Heegaard invariant CF� on the isotopy
diagram H by

CF�.H /D
M

s2Spinc.Y /

CF�.H; s/:

Passing to homology, we obtain instead that the ZŒU �–modules HF�.†;˛;ˇ;z; s;o˛;ˇ/

for .†;ˇ;˛; z/ 2Admiss.†;A;B;z/.s/ fit into a transitive system of isomorphisms with
respect to the continuation maps. We denote the colimit of this transitive system by

HF�.H; s/

and define
HF�.H /D

M
s2Spinc.Y /

HF�.H; s/:

We now proceed to fix the data of the underlying coherent orientation systems we will
use to define CF�.H 0/ for all other isotopy diagrams H 0 in Gman. First consider the
path component of Gman containing the fixed isotopy diagram H chosen above. We note
that by Proposition 2.4, the collection of vertices in this path component corresponds to
the collection of all isotopy diagrams representing the fixed 3–manifold .Y; z/. Given
another isotopy diagram H 0 in this path component, choose a sequence of edges  in
.Gman/.Y;z/ from H to H 0. For any diagrams H 2H and H0 in H 0, the constructions
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described in the previous subsections yield a composition of maps associated to  on
the underlying chain complexes,

CF�. / W CF�.H/! CF�.H0/:

Here the sequence of maps CF�. / of course depends on our previously fixed choice
of coherent orientation system for H; we described in the previous subsections how
each of the possible constituent maps in the composition CF�. / induces a coherent
orientation system on the target given a coherent orientation system on the domain, and
it is this induced orientation system that we fix on H0. One can check that this induced
orientation on H0 is independent of the choice of path  , by verifying the commutativity
of the induced orientations occurring in each of the five types of distinguished rectangle,
and in a simple handleswap. We will verify this commutativity in Section 6.8. We
thus see that our specification of the coherent orientation systems o˛;ˇ on all diagrams
H representing H actually yields a choice of coherent orientation systems for all
diagrams in the same path component as H . Repeating this entire procedure for all
path components in Gman, we have thus defined

CF�.H /D
M

s2Spinc.Y /

CF�.H; s/ and HF�.H /D
M

s2Spinc.Y /

HF�.H; s/

for all isotopy diagrams H in Gman.

Remark 6.15 We interpret the role of coherent orientations in the definition above
loosely as follows. If one fixes any Heegaard diagram for a 3–manifold, there are
numerous inequivalent choices of coherent orientation system — in fact there are 2b1.Y /

such choices; see [11, Lemma 4.16]. The above definition just says one should fix
whichever choice they prefer, and then take care to use the maps induced by the
standard Heegaard moves (or diffeomorphisms isotopic to the identity) to carry this
choice around when considering different Heegaard diagrams for the same 3–manifold.

To finish defining the weak Heegaard invariants, we need to associate isomorphisms
to all edges in Gman. We begin by assigning maps to edges corresponding to strong
˛–equivalences and strong ˇ–equivalences.

Definition 6.16 Given two strongly ˛–equivalent isotopy diagrams

H1 D .†;A;B; z/;H2 D .†;A
0;B; z/ 2 jGmanj
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representing .Y; z/, and s 2 Spinc.Y /, fix strongly s–admissible diagrams .†;˛;ˇ; z/
and .†;˛0;ˇ; z/ representing them. As above, this is possible by [11, Section 5].
Then by [14, Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.13], the chain homotopy equivalences ˆ˛!˛

0

ˇ

fit into a morphism of transitive systems between the transitive systems CF�.H; s/

appearing in Definition 6.14. Thus for the edge e 2 G˛man.H1;H2/ corresponding to the
strong ˛–equivalence, we can associate this collection of chain homotopy equivalences
(or equivalently, this collection of isomorphisms in Kom.ZŒU �–Mod/) to obtain a
morphism

ˆe WDˆ
A!A0

B W CF�.H1/! CF�.H2/:

We note that such a collection of chain homotopy equivalences is precisely the no-
tion of an isomorphism in Trans.Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//. We define the chain homotopy
equivalences associated to a strong ˇ–equivalence analogously.

To finish defining the weak Heegaard invariants, we assign isomorphisms to stabiliza-
tions and diffeomorphisms in the next two subsections.

6.6 Stabilization maps

We recall maps on the Heegaard Floer chain complexes which can be associated
to stabilizations. Given a strongly s–admissible diagram H D .†;˛;ˇ; z/ and a
stabilization thereof, H0D .†#†0;˛

0;ˇ 0; z/, each coherent orientation system o on H
induces a coherent orientation system o0 on H0. With respect to these orientation
systems, there is a ZŒU �–equivariant chain isomorphism

�H!H0 W CF�Js
.†;˛;ˇ; z; s; o/! CF�

J 0s .T /
.† #†0;˛

0;ˇ 0; z; s; o0/

defined for sufficiently large values of a parameter T . This is established in [11,
Theorems 10.1 and 10.2].

The curves ˛0 [ ˇ 0 are obtained as the disjoint union of ˛[ ˇ along with a pair of
closed curves ˛0 and ˇ0 contained in †0 which intersect transversally in a single point
we will denote by c. We can identify the intersection points in the two diagrams above
by assigning to an intersection point x 2 T˛\Tˇ the intersection point

�H!H0.x/D x� c 2 T˛0 \Tˇ 0 :

Fix complex structures j† on † and j†0
on †0, and let j 0.T / denote the complex

structure on † #†0 defined by inserting a neck of length T between .†; j†/ and
.†0; j†0

/. Then one can associate to a perturbation Js of Symg.j†/ on Symg.†/ and
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a perturbation J 0
s of j†0

, a perturbation J 0s.T / of SymgC1.j 0.T // on SymgC1.†#†0/.
The key argument needed to establish the above chain isomorphism then comes in
the form of a neck stretching argument which yields the following gluing result: for
sufficiently large values of T , a homotopy class of a Whitney disk � 2 �2.x;y/ on
† with Maslov index 1, and the corresponding homotopy class �0 2 �2.x� c;y � c/

on † #†0 with Maslov index 1, there is an identification of moduli spaces MJs
.�/Š

MJ 0s .T /
.�0/. From this it follows readily that the above map is a ZŒU �–equivariant

chain isomorphism.

Definition 6.17 Given isotopy diagrams H and H 0, with H 0 obtained from H via a
stabilization, we can associate a morphism of transitive systems

�H!H 0 W CF�.H /! CF�.H 0/

as follows. Fixing any Spinc–structure s, strongly s–admissible representatives H
and H0 which realize the stabilization, and almost complex structure data on H, there
is some choice of almost complex structure data on H0 for which the stabilization
isomorphism is defined. As described in [14, Lemma 2.15], the stabilization maps
�H!H0 commute with the change of almost complex structure maps, and with the
strong equivalence maps. This implies that the chain isomorphisms f�H!H0g, when
the complex structures are chosen so that they are defined, satisfy the commutativity
requirements required of a morphism of transitive systems as in Definition 4.3. We
can complete this partially defined morphism of transitive systems for other choices
of complex structure data by declaring the stabilization map �H!H0 to be computed
for allowable complex structure data, followed by the appropriate change of almost
complex structure homotopy equivalenceˆJs!J 0s

. We define the morphism of transitive
systems associated to the corresponding destabilization to be the inverse of �H!H 0 .

On the level of homology, we obtain via the colimit construction in Definition 6.14
canonical isomorphisms iH WHF�.H/!HF�.H / and iH0 WHF�.H0/!HF�.H 0/.
We set �H!H 0D iH0ı�H!H0ıi

�1
H for any choice of such H and H0. This is independent

of the choice of diagrams H and H0 by the aforementioned result [14, Lemma 2.15].

6.7 Diffeomorphism maps

Finally, we need to discuss how diffeomorphisms of Heegaard surfaces lead to maps
on the associated chain complexes. We use the following definition.
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Definition 6.18 [5, Definition 9.23] Fix a strongly s–admissible diagram .†;˛;ˇ; z/,
with j˛jD jˇjDk. Let j be an almost complex structure on†, and Js be a perturbation
of the almost complex structure Symk.j / on Symk.†/. Let o be a coherent orientation
system on the diagram. Fix a diffeomorphism d W †! †0, and set d.˛/ D ˛0 and
d.ˇ/Dˇ 0. We define an associated map as follows. First, the almost complex structure
j and perturbation Js can be conjugated via the differential of d to obtain j 0Dd�.j / on
† and J 0s D d�.Js/ a perturbation of d�.j / on Symk.†0/. The diffeomorphism d pro-
vides an identification between periodic classes �2.x;x/Š�2.x

0;x0/ for x 2T˛\Tˇ
and x0 2T˛0 \Tˇ 0 . We use this identification to push forward the coherent orientation
system o to obtain an induced orientation system o0. This yields a chain isomorphism

dJs ;J
0
s
W CF�Js

.†;˛;ˇ; z; s; o/! CF�
J 0s
.†0;˛0;ˇ 0; z0; d.s/; o0/

as can be seen easily by a direct argument pushing forward all intersection points, and
holomorphic disks connecting two such, via d . We note that the change of complex
structure maps commute with the maps dJs ;J

0
s

(by a direct check), so there is also an
induced map of transitive systems

d� W CF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; s/! CF�.†0;˛0;ˇ 0; z0; d.s//:

Finally, by Lemma 6.12 and [5, Lemma 9.24], the maps d� commute with the maps
�˛!˛

0

ˇ!ˇ 0
appearing in Definition 6.14. Thus by using the continuation maps the maps

d� can be extended to a morphism of the transitive systems in Definition 6.14,

d� W CF�.H; s/! CF�.H 0; d.s//;

where H D .†; Œ˛�; Œˇ �; z/ and H 0 D .†0; Œ˛0�; Œˇ 0�; z0/.

On the level of homology, the above definitions give a well defined map of the ZŒU �–
modules in Definition 6.14,

d� WHF�.H; s/!HF�.H 0; d.s//:

6.8 Monodromy of orientation systems

We now establish the claim made in Definition 6.14 that there is no monodromy of
induced orientations systems around loops of diagrams. This will finish the proof that
the Heegaard Floer invariants are weak Heegaard invariants, and will also establish
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in particular that there is no monodromy of induced orientation systems around the
special loops relevant to strong Heegaard invariance. We will show:

Lemma 6.19 There is no monodromy of coherent orientation systems around loops
composed of isomorphisms associated to isotopies , handleslides , stabilizations and
diffeomorphisms of diagrams.

Corollary 6.20 There is no monodromy of coherent orientation systems around the
loops determined by simple handleswaps and distinguished rectangles.

Remark 6.21 Note that we have already described how each type of Heegaard move
induces a map on the Heegaard Floer chain complex which is defined with respect to an
orientation system induced on the codomain from one on the domain. See Section 6.4,
Definition 6.17 and Definition 6.18 for the relevant definitions and references.

To prove Lemma 6.19, it will be useful to think first about the canonical orientation
systems, introduced in [10], in particular. We first note the following fact about those
orientation systems.

Lemma 6.22 The maps associated to isotopies , handleslides , stabilizations and diffeo-
morphisms take canonical orientations to canonical orientations.

Proof By [10, Section 8], each such map induces an isomorphism on the totally
twisted module HF1. By [10, Theorem 10.1], the canonical orientation system is
characterized by the resulting isomorphism type of HF1.

Corollary 6.23 The maps associated to the loops defining simple handleswaps and
distinguished rectangles take canonical orientations to canonical orientations.

Having established the statement of Lemma 6.19 for canonical orientation systems,
we now turn to proving it for general orientation systems. Fix a Heegaard diagram H
for Y , and let

OH D fequivalence classes of coherent orientation systems on Hg

and oc 2OH be the canonical orientation system. There is a map

diffoc
WOH! Hom.…H

x ;Z=2Z/;
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where …H
x is the group of periodic domains based at x in H, defined by measuring the

difference between an orientation system and oc on each periodic domain. In symbols,
for an orientation system o, diffoc

.o/ is a map

diffoc
.o/ W…H

x ! Z=2Z

satisfying

diffoc
.o/ŒD�D

�
0 if ojD D ocjD ;

1 if ojD ¤ ocjD :

We note that the analogous map diffo can be defined for any coherent orientation system
o on H.

Lemma 6.24 diffoc
WOH! Hom.…H

x ;Z=2Z/ is a well-defined bijection.

Proof We’ve already seen in the proof of Lemma 6.8 that equivalence classes of
orientation systems are determined by their values on a basis for the periodic domains
based at x. Thus if diffoc

.o/D diffoc
.o0/, then o and o0 agree with oc on the same set

of domains, and oD o0, so diffoc
is injective.

Given a morphism � W…H
x ! Z=2Z, define o to satisfy

ojD D

�
ocjD if �.D/D 0;

�ocjD if �.D/D 1:

By the comments in Remark 6.4 , o can then be extended over a complete set of paths
to obtain a coherent orientation system satisfying diffoc

.o/D �.

Note that by Remark 6.21, any loop L composed of Heegaard moves induces a map

L WOH!OH:

With this notation, proving Lemma 6.19 amounts to showing that L.o/D o for each
diagram H and each coherent orientation system o 2 OH, while Corollary 6.23 says
L.oc/D oc . To prove Lemma 6.19, we will show that the maps on orientation systems
induced by Heegaard moves commute with the diff maps in the following sense. Given
a Heegaard move from a diagram H1 to a diagram H2, let f W OH1

! OH2
be the

induced map of coherent orientation systems. Similarly, let

Qf W Hom.…H1
x ;Z=2Z/! Hom.…H2

x0 ;Z=2Z/

be the map induced from precomposition with the identifications…H2

x0 ŠH2.Y /Š…
H1
x

described in [11, Proposition 2.15 and Lemma 2.17]. We then have the result:
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Lemma 6.25 For each of the maps f on coherent orientation systems induced by
Heegaard moves ,

Qf ı diffo D difff .o/ ıf

for all coherent orientation systems o.

Proof For each type of Heegaard move, the definition of the map f (which specifies
how a coherent orientation on the starting diagram determines one on the target diagram)
can be described by an identification

� W…
H2

x0 !…H1
x :

If we let z� be the map

z� W Hom.…H1
x ;Z=2Z/! Hom.…H2

x0 ;Z=2Z/

induced by precomposition with �, then for each Heegaard move one can show that

(4) z� ı diffo D difff .o/ ıf:

For example, in the case of a handleslide this follows from an inspection of the proof
of [11, Lemma 8.7] (or see for comparison Remark 6.4), as we now explain. Let
.†;˛;ˇ;; z/ be a triple diagram determining a handleslide, as in Lemma 6.9, and
H˛;ˇ and H˛; be the initial and final diagrams for the handleslide. Fix a homotopy
class of triangle  0 2 �2.x;y ; z/ in the triple diagram. The map f WOH˛;ˇ

!OH˛;

on orientation systems induced by the handleslide is defined by applying Lemma 6.3
with the orientation oˇ; on the intermediary diagram Hˇ; chosen to be that of
Lemma 6.5. Recall that in this case the indeterminacy of Lemma 6.3 disappears, as the
group Q from Remark 6.4 is zero, so an orientation o˛; is uniquely determined by an
orientation o˛;ˇ . The key property we will need to recall from this particular application
of the construction of Lemma 6.3 is that for each periodic class, A˛; 2…

H˛;
x , there

is a unique pair of classes Aˇ; and A˛;ˇ such that

(5)  0CA˛; D  0CAˇ; CA˛;ˇ ;

and furthermore the induced orientation is constructed such that this relation is respected
by the orientations over these domains; see [11, Proof of Lemma 8.7]. With this in mind,
we proceed to establish (4) as follows. Fix a periodic domain P˛; 2…

H˛;
x , and two

orientation systems o˛;ˇ and o0
˛;ˇ

on H˛;ˇ . Let o˛; D f .o˛;ˇ/ and o0˛; D f .o
0
˛;ˇ
/

be the corresponding orientations induced by the handleslide, as described above.
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Finally, let � W…H˛;ˇ
x !…

H˛;
x be the map which sends a domain P˛;ˇ to the unique

class P˛; specified by (5). We then compare the two sides of (4), and find

.z� ı diffo˛;ˇ
.o0˛;ˇ//ŒP˛; �D .o˛;ˇ � o0˛;ˇ/ŒP˛;ˇ �

while

.difff .o˛;ˇ/ ıf .o
0
˛;ˇ//ŒP˛; �D .o˛; � o0˛;/ŒP˛; �

D .o˛;ˇ � o0˛;ˇ/ŒP˛;ˇ �C .oˇ; � o0ˇ;/ŒPˇ; �

D .o˛;ˇ � o0˛;ˇ/ŒP˛;ˇ �;

where the second equality uses the fact that the induced orientations respect (5) by
construction, and the third equality uses the fact that oˇ; D o0

ˇ;
. This completes the

proof of (4) for the case of handleslides.

With (4) understood, we further claim that for each Heegaard move the identification

� W…
H2

x0 !…H1
x

used to define f and z� agrees with the identification

…
H2

x0 ŠH2.Y /Š…
H1
x

used to define Qf . In particular, this implies that Qf D z�, which together with (4) proves
the lemma.

In the case of a handleslide, the aforementioned claim follows from the following
observations:

(1) Each periodic domain is uniquely determined by the part of its boundary that
lies on one set of attaching curves.

(2) In the case at hand, the identification � preserves the part of the boundary of
domains that lies on one set of attaching circles, and can be characterized as the
unique identification of periodic domains with that property.

(3) The identifications

…H1
x ŠH2.Y / and …

H2

x0 ŠH2.Y /

(described in [11, Lemma 2.17 and subsequent remarks]) are determined by the
part of the boundary of each periodic domain that lies on one set of attaching
curves.
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The first two facts imply that for each periodic domain D 2…
H2
x , D and �.D/ share

the part of their boundary that lies on one set of attaching curves, and the third fact then
ensures that D and �.D/ have the same image in H2.Y /, which establishes the claim.

The preceding argument proves that the lemma holds for handleslides. For the other
Heegaard moves, (4) once again follows directly from the definition of the maps f
and � (although in these cases the definitions are themselves simpler), and the second
claim follows from considerations analogous to those listed above. We leave the details
of these cases to the reader.

Corollary 6.26 For any loop L of Heegaard moves , zL ı diffo D diffL.o/ ıL for all
coherent orientation systems o.

Proof of Lemma 6.19 Corollary 6.26 applied to oc yields

zL ı diffo.oc/D diffL.o/ ıL.oc/D diffL.o/.oc/

where the last equality comes from Corollary 6.23. Since we are considering here a
loop of diagrams, the map zL is the identity, and the previous equation yields

diffo.oc/D diffL.o/.oc/

or, equivalently,
oDL.o/;

as desired

7 Heegaard Floer homology as a strong Heegaard invariant

In the previous section we recalled the definition of the weak Heegaard invariants

CF� W Gman! Trans
�
P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//

�
and

HF� W Gman! P .ZŒU �–Mod/

underlying the strong Heegaard invariants appearing in Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4,
respectively. To establish Theorem 1.3 we need to check the four axioms required of a
strong Heegaard invariant in Definition 3.7.

The proofs of axioms (1) and (2) given in [5, Section 9.2, page 131] for F2ŒU �–Mod
apply almost directly to establish axioms (1) and (2) for CF� and HF� as Heegaard
invariants valued in Trans

�
P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//

�
and P .ZŒU �–Mod/, respectively, as

we now summarize for CF�.
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For axiom (1), the functoriality of CF� restricted to G˛man and Gˇman follows from
Lemma 6.9 and [14, Theorem 2.3]. The functoriality of CF� restricted to Gdiff

man is
immediate from Definition 6.18. Finally, for a stabilization e and the corresponding
destabilization e0, CF�.e0/D CF�.e/�1 by Definition 6.17.

For axiom (2), we need to establish that the images under CF� of distinguished
rectangles in Gman (recall Definition 3.5) form commuting rectangles. For a rectangle
of type (1), commutativity follows from Lemma 6.9 and [14, Theorem 2.3]. For a
rectangle of type (2), commutativity follows from [14, Lemma 2.15]. For a rectangle of
type (3), commutativity follows from [5, Lemma 9.24]. Finally, rectangles of type (4)
and (5) can be seen to commute by directly applying the arguments in [5, page 131].

We now investigate axiom (3). Let H D .†;A;B; z/ 2 jGmanj be an isotopy diagram,
d W H ! H a diffeomorphism of isotopy diagrams which is isotopic to Id†, and
d� WDCF�.e/ where e 2Gdiff

man.H;H / is the edge corresponding to d . We need to show
d�D IdCF�.H / as morphisms of transitive systems in P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//. We adapt
and restate the argument given in [5, Proposition 9.27] in order to explain why it can be
applied to the case of (projective) integral coefficients. We show the following result.

Theorem 7.1 Let .†;˛;ˇ; z/ be a strongly s–admissible diagram with j˛j D jˇj D g.
Suppose that d W †! † is a diffeomorphism isotopic to Id†, and let ˛0 D d.˛/ and
ˇ 0D d.ˇ/. Let o˛;ˇ be a coherent orientation system on .†;˛;ˇ; z/ and o˛0;ˇ 0 be the
coherent orientation system on .†;˛0;ˇ 0; z/ induced by d . Then , with respect to these
orientation systems ,

d� D˙�
˛!˛0

ˇ!ˇ 0 WHF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; s; o˛;ˇ/!HF�.†;˛0;ˇ 0; z0; s; o˛0;ˇ 0/:

Furthermore , as maps

d�;˙�
˛!˛0

ˇ!ˇ 0 W CF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; s; o˛;ˇ/! CF�.†;˛0;ˇ 0; z0; s; o˛0;ˇ 0/;

d� is chain homotopic to one of ˙�˛!˛
0

ˇ!ˇ 0
.

In fact, this theorem will establish axiom (3) in Definition 3.7 for the weak Heegaard
invariants CF� and HF� above. Since d is isotopic to Id† by hypothesis, we have ˛0

is isotopic to ˛ and ˇ 0 is isotopic to ˇ , so H WD .†; Œ˛�; Œˇ �; z/D .†; Œ˛0�; Œˇ 0�; z0/. The
induced map of transitive systems d� WCF�.H /!CF�.H / defined in Definition 6.18
is then computed by extending the following map by conjugation with the continuation
maps:

CF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; o˛;ˇ/
d�
�!CF�.†;˛0;ˇ 0; z; o˛0;ˇ 0/

�
ˇ0!ˇ

˛0!˛
����!CF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; o˛;ˇ/:
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Since �ˇ
0!ˇ

˛0!˛ � .�
ˇ!ˇ 0

˛!˛0 /
�1 and d� �˙�

ˇ!ˇ 0

˛!˛0 by Theorem 7.1, we see that

d� W CF�.H /! CF�.H /

is the extension of a map CF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; o˛;ˇ/! CF�.†;˛;ˇ; z; o˛;ˇ/ which is
homotopic to plus or minus the identity. Thus we see that d�D IdCF�.H / as morphisms
in Trans

�
P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//

�
.

Proof of Theorem 7.1 Since d is isotopic to id†, we may decompose it into a
composition of diffeomorphisms di on some diagrams Hi D .†;˛i ;ˇi/, such that each
di is Hamiltonian isotopic to id† for some symplectic form !i on †, and the diagrams
satisfy the intersection properties j˛\ di.˛/j D jˇ\ di.ˇ/j D 2 for all ˛ 2 ˛i�1 and
ˇ 2 ˇi�1. As described in [5, Proposition 9.27], it will suffice to prove the result for
such a di . So let dt for t 2 R be a Hamiltonian isotopy which is independent of t

for t 2 .�1; 0� and t 2 Œ1;1/, and which connects id† to a diffeomorphism d of
HD .†;˛;ˇ/. Throughout the proof, we will use the notation dt .˛/D˛t , dt .ˇ/Dˇt ,
and use primes to indicate the values of various quantities at t D 1.

Fix the data of a complex structure j on † and a perturbation Js of Symg.j / on
Symg.†/, and for t 2R let jt D .dt /�.j / and Js;t D .Symg.dt //�.Js/. As described
in the sections above, there are numerous chain maps on the Heegaard Floer chain
complexes we can associate with the isotopy dt and this induced almost complex
structure data. We will be concerned here with the following three.

(1) We can change the almost complex structure on Symg.†/ from Js D Js;0 to
J 0s D Js;1, while leaving the attaching curves unchanged, and consider the induced map

ˆJs!J 0s
W CF�Js

.†;˛;ˇ; z; o˛;ˇ/! CF�
J 0s
.†;˛;ˇ; z; o˛;ˇ/:

We recall here that this map is defined (in [11]) by counting Maslov index 0 disks
u W Œ0; 1��R! Symg.†/ connecting some x 2T˛\Tˇ to some y 2T˛\Tˇ , which
satisfy u.0; t/ 2 ˛, u.1; t/ 2 ˇ and du=dsCJs;t .du=dt/D 0.

(2) We can leave the almost complex structures .j ;Js/ fixed, and consider the effect
on the Floer complex of altering only the attaching curves via the map

�
ˇ!ˇ 0

˛!˛0 W CF�Js
.†;˛;ˇ; z; o˛;ˇ/! CF�Js

.†;˛0;ˇ 0; z; o˛0;ˇ 0/

associated to the Hamiltonian isotopy dt . In this case, the map is defined by counting
Maslov index 0 disks u connecting some x 2T˛\Tˇ to some y 2T˛0\Tˇ 0 as above,
but with dynamic boundary conditions u.0; t/ 2 ˛t , u.1; t/ 2 ˇt , and which satisfy
du=dsCJs.du=dt/D 0.
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(3) We define a new sort of continuation map associated with dt ,

�dt
W CF�Js

.†;˛;ˇ; z; o˛;ˇ/! CF�
J 0s
.†;˛0;ˇ 0; z; o˛0;ˇ 0/

which combines the ideas from the previous two. This map is defined to count Maslov
index 0 disks u which connect some x 2T˛\Tˇ to some x0 2T˛0\Tˇ 0 , have dynamic
boundary conditions u.0; t/ 2 ˛t , u.1; t/ 2 ˇt , and satisfy du=dsCJs;t .du=dt/D 0.
We will denote the set of homotopy classes of Whitney disks (not necessarily Js;t –
holomorphic) satisfying these boundary conditions by�dt

2
.x;x0/, and for �2�dt

2
.x;x0/

we will denote the moduli space of Js;t –holomorphic maps representing � by Mdt .�/.

We claim that the third map in the list above is in fact chain homotopic to the map dJs ;J
0
s

from Definition 6.18. To see this, we first explain that if a diffeomorphism (which we
also indicate by d , as an abuse of notation) d W†!† isotopic to the identity (via an
isotopy dt ) is sufficiently close to Id†, then the map defined in case (3) above satisfies
�dt
D dJs ;J

0
s

as chain maps. Indeed, by taking d to be a sufficiently small perturbation
of Id†, we may ensure the isotopy dt is arbitrarily close to being constant in t . For
an isotopy which is constant in t , the definition of the continuation map in (3) above
counts Maslov index 0 disks with fixed boundary conditions which are Js–holomorphic.
The only such maps are constant maps. Thus, by Gromov compactness, if the isotopy
dt is sufficiently close to being constant, the Maslov index 0 solutions to the equation
appearing in the definition of �dt

will be close enough to constant disks to ensure that
�dt

will be a nearest-point map.

Next we note that the definition of �dt
depends on a choice of coherent orientation

system for the moduli spaces Mdt .�/. As explained in [11, Proof of Proposition 7.3],
when �dt

2
.x;x0/¤ 0 a single homotopy class � 2 �dt

2
.x;x0/ŠZ yields via gluing an

identification between periodic classes �2.x;x/Š� �2.x
0;x0/ on the two diagrams,

and a choice of orientation for Mdt .�/ then yields an identification between coherent
orientation systems on the two diagrams. Thus, given a coherent orientation system
o˛;ˇ on .†;˛;ˇ/, and an orientation on Mdt .�/, we obtain an induced orientation
o˛0;ˇ 0 on .†;˛0;ˇ 0/ with respect to which the map is defined. We claim that we may
arrange for this induced orientation to agree with that induced by dJs ;J

0
s
. Indeed, fix for

each x 2T˛\Tˇ a homotopy class �x 2�
dt

2
.x;x0/. We can choose orientations on all

such Mdt .�x/ freely such that �dt
is the positive nearest-point map (with the generator

corresponding to an intersection point being taken to the positive generator correspond-
ing to the nearest intersection point after the isotopy is performed), and then extend
these choices to a coherent system. The coherent orientation o˛0;ˇ 0 on .†;˛0;ˇ 0; z0/
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induced by �dt
that results will then be the same as that induced by dJs ;J

0
s
, as we now

explain. Fix x;y 2 T˛\Tˇ and let x0 D d.x/ and y 0 D d.y/ be the corresponding
intersection points in T˛0\Tˇ 0 . Given a homotopy class  2�2.x;y/ and a positively
oriented Whitney disk u from x to y in the class  , the orientation system induced
by dJs ;J

0
s

will positively orient the corresponding disk d.u/ representing the class
d. / 2 �2.x

0;y 0/; see Definition 6.18. We need to show that the disk d.u/ is also
positively oriented in the orientation system induced by �dt

. As described above, the
orientation on d.u/ induced by �dt

is specified as follows. We consider representative
disks v1 and v2 for the classes �x 2 �

dt

2
.x;x0/ and �y 2 �

dt

2
.y ;y 0/, which we may

assume are both positively oriented by the choice we made for orientations on Mdt .�x/

and Mdt .�y/. We then consider the glued disk v2 \ u \ Nv1. Since an orientation has
been specified on each constituent disk and our system is coherent, this glued disk also
has a specified orientation, which is positive given our choices. Finally, we note that
this disk is identified with d.u/ under the identification between coherent orientation
systems in the two diagrams, and thus d.u/ must also be oriented positively. We thus
see that both maps induce the same coherent orientation system on the target and both
take the form of the positive nearest-point map, so ��t

D �Js ;J
0
s
.

Finally, we can decompose our original diffeomorphism d W .†;˛0;ˇ0/! .†;˛1;ˇ1/

into a sequence of diffeomorphisms d1; d2; : : : ; dN , where

d i
W .†;˛.i�1/=N ;ˇ.i�1/=N /! .†;˛i=N ;ˇi=N /

and each d i is isotopic to Id† via isotopies d i
t . For sufficiently large N , we can ensure

that the continuation map �d i
t

associated to each constituent isotopy satisfies

�d i
t
D .d i/Js;.i�1/=N ;Js;i=N

by the argument in the preceding paragraphs. Furthermore, by inserting long necks
one can see that the composition of the corresponding continuation maps is homotopic
to the original continuation map

�dt
� .�dN

t
ı � � � ı�d1

t
/:

Since
dJs ;J

0
s
D dN

Js;.N�1/=N ;Js;1
ı � � � ı d1

Js;0;Js;1=N
;

we thus see that dJs ;J
0
s
� �dt

, which establishes the claim.

Using Definition 6.18 we have d� DˆJ 0s!Js
ı dJs ;J

0
s
. Thus to complete the proof it

will in fact suffice to show that ˆJ 0s!Js
ı dJs ;J

0
s
� ˙�˛!˛

0

ˇ!ˇ0
, or, since dJs ;J

0
s
� �dt
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Js;t dt

Js d2t

Js;2t�1 IdKs;t;� �t;�

Figure 5: A schematic of the complex structure and isotopy data defin-
ing the continuation maps �dt

and (a continuation map homotopic to)
ˆJs!J 0s

ı�˛!˛
0

ˇ!ˇ0
, and the homotopies between the two sets of data. The data

defining �dt
is represented by the top edges of the two triangles, while the

data defining ˆJs!J 0s
ı�˛!˛

0

ˇ!ˇ0
is represented by the bottom edges followed

by the vertical edges.

and ˆ�1
J 0s!Js

�ˆJs!J 0s
, to show that

(6) �dt
�˙ˆJs!J 0s

ı�˛!˛
0

ˇ!ˇ0 :

To see that (6) is true, we consider the following generalized notion of a continuation
map, of which each of the three maps involved are a special case. Consider a Hamilton-
ian isotopy �t and a generic two parameter family of almost complex structures Ks;t

on Symg.†/ which are perturbations of Symg.kt / where kt is a one parameter family
of complex structures on †. Here we assume for convenience as above that this data is
independent of t for t 2 .�1; 0� and t 2 Œ1;1/. We set ˛t D �t .˛/ and ˇt D �t .ˇ/.
Given such data we can associate the continuation map with respect to .�t ;Ks;t /,

(7) �.�t ;Ks;t / W CF�Ks;0
.†;˛0;ˇ0/! CF�Ks;1

.†;˛1;ˇ1/;

by counting Maslov index 0 disks u connecting some x 2 T˛0
\ Tˇ0

to some
y 2 T˛1

\ Tˇ1
, with dynamic boundary conditions u.0; t/ 2 ˛t , u.1; t/ 2 ˇt , and

which satisfy
du

ds
CKs;t

�
du

dt

�
D 0:

The maps �dt
; ˆJs!J 0s

and �˛!˛
0

ˇ!ˇ0
above are then the continuation maps with respect

to the data .dt ;Js;t /, .id†;Js;t / and .dt ;Js;0/ respectively. Furthermore, since the
homotopy classes of such continuation maps are natural under concatenation and
rescaling of the �t and Ks;t by [14, Lemma 2.12] (see also the argument below), the
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composite ˆJs!J 0s
ı�˛!˛

0

ˇ!ˇ0
is homotopic to the continuation map defined with respect

to the data
.dt;1;Js;t;1/ WD

�
.d2t ;Js;0/ if t 2

�
0; 1

2

�
;

.id†;Js;2t�1/ if t 2
�

1
2
; 1
�
:

Consider now two Hamiltonian isotopies �t;0 and �t;1 with �0;0 D �0;1 D id†
and �1;0 D �1;1, and two generic two parameter families Ks;t;0 and Ks;t;1 with
Ks;0;0 DKs;0;1 and Ks;1;0 DKs;1;1. We will complete the proof by showing that a
generic homotopy hD .�t;� ;Ks;t;� / between .�t;0;Ks;t;0/ and .�t;1;Ks;t;1/ induces
a chain homotopy between �.�t;0;Ks;t;0/ and ˙�.�t;1;Ks;t;1/. In particular, (6) will
follow, as the data .dt ;Js;t / used to define �dt ;Js;t

DW �dt
is homotopic to the data

.dt;1;Js;t;1/ used to define �dt;1;Js;t;1
�ˆJs!J 0s

ı�˛!˛
0

ˇ!ˇ0
.

Fixing � , let ��
2
.x;y/ denote the homotopy classes of disks u which connect x to

y , and which satisfy the boundary conditions u.0; t/ 2 �t;� .˛/ and u.1; t/ 2 �t;� .ˇ/.
Given a homotopy class � 2 ��

2
.x;y/, we denote by M� .�/ the moduli space of disks

in the class � satisfying
du

ds
CKs;t;�

�
du

dt

�
D 0:

We note that for fixed � , the definition of the continuation map with respect to
.�t;� ;Ks;t;� / given above can be restated succinctly as counting Maslov index 0 disks
in the moduli spaces M� .�/. For any � , the homotopy h induces an identification
between homotopy classes of disks �0

2
.x;y/ Š ��

2
.x;y/. Using this identification,

we may define for each � 2 �0
2
.x;y/ the moduli space

(8) Mh.�/D
[
�2I

M� .�/� f�g:

For a generic choice of homotopy h, this is a manifold of dimension �.�/C1. We use
this moduli space to define a chain homotopy

H h
W CF�Ks;0

.†;˛0;ˇ0/! CF�Ks;1
.†;˛1;ˇ1/

between�.�t;0;Ks;t;0/ and�.�t;1;Ks;t;1/ associated with the homotopy h. For x2T˛\Tˇ
we set

H h.Œx; i �/D
X

y2T˛1
\Tˇ1

X
�2�0

2
.x;y/

�.�/D�1

#.Mh.�//Œy ; i � np.�/�:

To see that this is a chain homotopy, we will consider the ends of the moduli spaces
Mh. / for  with Maslov index �. /D 0. Since such spaces Mh. / are smooth 1–
dimensional manifolds for generic choices of almost complex structure data, and since
they are orientable, the signed count of the ends is zero for any choice of orientation.
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The ends can be partitioned into three types: those corresponding to � D 0, those
corresponding to � D 1, and those corresponding to strips breaking off for values
0 < � < 1. For the ends corresponding to � D 0, the contribution to the count of the
ends is given by the count of the zero-dimensional moduli space #M�D0. /. Modulo
signs, this is precisely the count occurring in the definition of �.�t;0;Ks;t;0/. For � D 1,
the contribution to the count of the ends is similarly given by #M�D1. /, which is
the count occurring in the definition of �.�t;1;Ks;t;1/, modulo signs. We will discuss
the signed contributions below. Finally, the ends corresponding to strip breaking come
from the space� a

���0D 
�.�/D0;�.�0/D1

Mh.�/� bM.�0/

�
q

� a
�0��D 

�.�/D0;�.�0/D1

bM.�0/�Mh.�/

�
:

Supposing the orientations on the moduli spaces Mh are chosen to be coherent with
respect to pregluings of strips, the count of the terms in the first parentheses is precisely
the count occurring in the composition @�

0
ı H h, while the count of the terms in

the second parentheses is precisely the count occurring in H h ı .@1/
�. Here @�

0

indicates the differential on CF�
Ks;0

.†;˛0;ˇ0/ and .@1/
� indicates the differential on

CF�
Ks;1

.†;˛1;ˇ1/.

Finally, we note that we may arrange for the spaces Mh.�/ to be coherently oriented
such that the total signed count of the ends of Mh. / is given by

0D �.�t;0;Ks;t;0/��.�t;1;Ks;t;1/� ..@1/
�
ıH h

CH h
ı @�0 /:

Indeed, we have

(9) Mh. /D
[
�2I

M� . /�f�gD
˚
.u; �/2C1.I�R;Symg.†//�I ju2M� . /

	
;

so for each homotopy class  we may choose orientations on M�D0. / fitting together
coherently, and obtain induced orientations on the spaces Mh. / via the product
structure in (9). Such an induced orientation will enjoy the property that the restrictions
to the ends at � D 0 and � D 1 yield the counts � # M�D0. / and C # M�D1. /

respectively. We omit the technical details of this argument, and refer the interested
reader to the proof of Lemma 8.13, where an analogous argument dealing with holo-
morphic triangles is spelled out in detail. We have thus shown that a generic homotopy
hD .�t;� ;Ks;t;� / between .�t;0;Ks;t;0/ and .�t;1;Ks;t;1/ induces a chain homotopy
between �.�t;0;Ks;t;0/ and ˙�.�t;1;Ks;t;1/.
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Finally, we note that since the homotopy h is constant in � for t D 0 and t D 1, the chain
homotopy H h, defined with respect to the orientations on Mh.�/ specified above, is a
chain homotopy between the continuation maps �.�t;0;Ks;t;0/ and �.�t;1;Ks;t;1/, which
both take the form

CF�Ks;0;0DKs;0;1
.†;˛0;ˇ0; z; o˛0;ˇ0

/! CF�Ks;1;0DKs;1;1
.†;˛1;ˇ1; z; o˛1;ˇ1

/

and are defined with respect to the same coherent orientation systems on their domains,
and the same coherent orientation systems on their targets. In particular, in the case of
interest — ie (6) — we may choose orientations on M�D0 DMdt so that dJs ;J

0
s
� �dt

(which we established is possible earlier), which together with the above remarks
establishes (6). This completes the proof of the theorem.

Finally, we relegate the proof of axiom (4), simple handleswap invariance, to Section 8.
Given a simple handleswap in Gman,

H1

H3 H2

e
g

f

we will show that the composition of the induced maps in the category of transitive
systems in the projectivized homotopy category yields the identity. We recall from
Definition 3.6 that here Hi D .† # †0;˛i ;ˇi/ are isotopy diagrams, e is a strong
˛–equivalence, f is a strong ˇ–equivalence, and g is a diffeomorphism of isotopy
diagrams.

Theorem 7.2 (cf [5, Theorem 9.30]) Let .fHig; e; f;g/ be data defining a simple
handleswap as above. For the weak Heegaard invariants CFı defined in Definition 6.14,
the induced maps g� WD CFı.g/, ˆe WD CFı.e/, and f̂ WD CFı.f / satisfy

g� ı f̂ ıˆe D IdCF�.H1/:

Thus the weak Heegaard invariants CFı W Gman! Trans
�
P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//

�
satisfy

simple handleswap invariance.

Corollary 7.3 The weak Heegaard invariants HF� W Gman! P .ZŒU �–Mod/ satisfy
simple handleswap invariance.

Theorem 7.2 and Corollary 7.3 will establish Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4, which by
Section 5 also establishes Theorem 1.1.
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ˇ1

ˇ2

˛0
1

˛0
2

˛1

˛2

��
1 �C

1

�C
2

��
2

p0

F F

R R

Figure 6: The pointed triple diagram T0, with the curves ˛0
0
D .˛0

1
; ˛0

2
/,

˛0 D .˛1; ˛2/, ˇ0 D .ˇ1; ˇ2/, and the � intersection points, labeled.

8 Simple handleswap invariance

In this section we prove Theorem 7.2. The key result which will need to be established
is the integral analog of a triangle count proved in [5, Proposition 9.31]. We will
consider the pointed genus two Heegaard triple diagram T0 shown in Figure 6 (compare
the diagrams in Figure 4). Given any triple diagram T we will show that triangle
maps on the stabilized diagram T # T0, endowed with a sufficiently stretched neck, are
determined by triangle maps on the unstabilized diagram T .

We now fix some notation regarding the intersection points in the triple diagram
T0 D .†;˛

0
0
;˛0;ˇ0;p0/. We write T˛0

\Tˇ0
D fag, T˛0

0
\Tˇ0

D fbg, and

T˛0
0
\T˛0

D f�C
1
�C

2
; �C

1
��2 ; �

�
1 �
C

2
; ��1 �

�
2 g:

Here the intersection points �˙
1
2 ˛0

1
\ ˛1 and �˙

2
2 ˛0

2
\ ˛2 are those labeled in

Figure 6. We write ‚ WD �C
1
�C

2
. We will show:

Proposition 8.1 (cf [5, Proposition 9.31]) Fix a strongly s–admissible Heegaard triple
T D .†;˛0;˛;ˇ;p/, and consider the diagram T #T0, where T0D .†;˛

0
0
;˛0;ˇ0;p0/
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ˇ1

ˇ2

˛0
1

˛0
2

ˇ0
1

ˇ02

.��
1 /
0

.�C
1
/0

.�C
2
/0

.��2 /
0

p0

F F

R R

Figure 7: The pointed triple diagram T 0
0
, with the curves ˛0

0
D .˛0

1
; ˛0

2
/,

ˇ0 D .ˇ1; ˇ2/, and ˇ 00 D .ˇ
0
1; ˇ
0
2/, and the � 0 intersection points, labeled.

is the diagram in Figure 6 and the connect sum is taken at the basepoints p and p0. Then
for a generic and sufficiently stretched almost complex structure there is a coherent
orientation system oT0

on T0, which together with any coherent orientation system oT
on T induces a coherent orientation system oT #T0

on T #T0. Furthermore , with respect
to these orientations ,

FT #T0
..x�‚/˝ .y � a/; s/D˙FT .x˝y ; s/�b

for any x 2 T˛0 \T˛ and y 2 T˛\Tˇ .

In fact when we prove handleswap invariance the diagram T0 and the triangle count
just stated will be relevant only to the consideration of the strong ˛–equivalence
involved in the statement. We will need an analogous result which pertains to the strong
ˇ–equivalence map occurring in the statement. We now state the precise result we
will need for this. Let T 0

0
D .†0;˛

0
0
;ˇ0;ˇ

0
0
;p0/ denote the pointed genus two triple

diagram shown in Figure 7, where ˛0
0
D f˛0

1
; ˛0

2
g, ˇ 0

0
D fˇ1; ˇ2g and ˇ 0

0
D fˇ0

1
; ˇ0

2
g

(again compare the diagrams in Figure 4).
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We further fix the following notation for intersection points in the diagram: we let
T˛0

0
\Tˇ0

Dfbg, T˛0
0
\Tˇ 0

0
Dfcg, and‚0 denote the generator in Tˇ0

\Tˇ 0
0

with the
highest relative grading. Let T 0 D .†;˛0;ˇ;ˇ 0;p/ be another pointed Heegaard triple,
and consider the diagram T 0 # T 0

0
, where the connect sum is taken at the basepoints p

and p0. Then we will have an analogous triangle count:

Proposition 8.2 (cf [5, Proposition 9.32]) Fix a strongly s–admissible Heegaard triple
T 0 D .†;˛0;ˇ;ˇ 0;p/, and consider the diagram T 0 # T 0

0
as above. Then for a generic

and sufficiently stretched almost complex structure there is a coherent orientation
system oT 0

0
on T 0

0
, which together with any coherent orientation system oT 0 on T 0

induces a coherent orientation system oT 0#T 0
0

on T 0 # T 0
0

. Furthermore , with respect to
these orientations ,

FT 0#T 0
0
..x�b/˝ .y �‚0/; s/D˙FT 0.x˝y ; s/� c

for any x 2 T˛0 \Tˇ and y 2 Tˇ \Tˇ 0 .

We will prove Proposition 8.1 in the following subsection. Since a nearly identical
proof can be used to establish Proposition 8.2, we omit the proof of that result. We
now assume Propositions 8.1 and 8.2 and use them to establish Theorem 7.2.

Proof of Theorem 7.2 We consider a simple handleswap .H1;H2;H3; e; f;g/ as
in Definition 3.6. We first note that to prove the statement about transitive systems
appearing in Theorem 7.2, it will suffice to find representatives H1, H2, and H3 for
the isotopy diagrams, and show that for these representatives,

g� ı f̂ ıˆe D˙IdCF�.H1/

in Kom.ZŒU �–Mod/, or equivalently

g� ı f̂ ıˆe D IdCF�.H1/

in P .Kom.ZŒU �–Mod//. Indeed, since each of the maps ˆe, f̂ , and g� above are
contained in the morphisms ˆe, f̂ and g� of the transitive systems CF�.H /, by
the results in Sections 6 and 7, this monodromy relation will automatically yield
corresponding monodromy relation for all such triangles.

Let H1 D .† #†0;˛1;ˇ2/ be a representative for the first isotopy diagram in the
collection of data specifying the simple handleswap. By definition, H1 decomposes as
H #H0, where HD .†;˛;ˇ/ and H0 D .†0;˛0;ˇ0/ are as in Figure 4 (H0 here is
what we were denoting by P \H1 in Definition 3.6).
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Fix two new curves ˛0
0

on †0 which are related to ˛0 as in the diagram T0 in the
statement of Proposition 8.1. Fix also a collection of curves ˛0 on † which are
obtained by performing a small Hamiltonian isotopy on the curves in ˛. The second
isotopy diagram H2 can then be represented as H2 D .† #†0;˛

0[˛0
0
;ˇ [ˇ0/, and

the morphism associated to the strong ˛–equivalence e is given by the triangle map
ˆe WD ‰

˛[˛0!˛
0[˛0

0

ˇ[ˇ0
. We note that our choices of representatives for the isotopy

diagrams H1 and H2 ensure that the strong equivalence map of Definition 6.13 applied
to these representatives is computed using only a single triangle map, as opposed
to a composition of triangle maps and continuation maps. As in the notation of
Proposition 8.1, we set T˛0

\Tˇ0
D fag and T˛0

0
\Tˇ0

D fbg. We then have for any
y � a 2 T˛[˛0

\Tˇ[ˇ0
,

ˆe.y � a/D‰
˛[˛0!˛

0[˛0
0

ˇ[ˇ0
.y � a/

D F˛0[˛0
0
;˛[˛0;ˇ[ˇ0

.‚˛0[˛0
0
;˛[˛0

˝ .y � a//

D F˛0[˛0
0
;˛[˛0;ˇ[ˇ0

..‚˛0;˛ �‚/˝ .y � a//

D˙F˛0;˛;ˇ.‚˛0;˛ �y/�b

D˙�˛!˛
0

ˇ .y/�b:

Here we have used Proposition 8.1 in the second to last equality, and Lemma 6.12 in
the last equality.

We perform the analogous calculation for the strong ˇ–equivalence. Fix two new curves
ˇ 0

0
on†0 which are related to ˇ0 as in the diagram T 0

0
in the statement of Proposition 8.2.

Fix also a collection of curves ˇ 0 on † which are obtained by performing a small
Hamiltonian isotopy on the curves in ˇ . The third isotopy diagram H3 can then be
represented as H3 D .† #†0;˛

0[˛0
0
;ˇ 0[ˇ 0

0
/, and the morphism associated to the

strong ˇ–equivalence f is given by the triangle map f̂ WD ‰
˛0[˛0

0

ˇ[ˇ0!ˇ 0[ˇ
0
0

. As in
the notation of Proposition 8.2, we set T˛0

0
\Tˇ 0

0
D fcg. By the same sequence of

computations as in the previous case we then have for any x�b 2 T˛0[˛0
0
\Tˇ[ˇ0

,

f̂ .x�b/D‰
˛0[˛0

0

ˇ[ˇ0!ˇ 0[ˇ
0
0

.x�b/

D F˛0[˛0
0
;ˇ[ˇ0;ˇ 0[ˇ

0
0
..x�b/˝‚ˇ[ˇ0;ˇ 0[ˇ

0
0
/

D F˛0[˛0
0
;ˇ[ˇ0;ˇ 0[ˇ

0
0
..x�b/˝ .‚ˇ;ˇ 0 �‚//

D˙F˛0;ˇ;ˇ 0.x�‚ˇ;ˇ 0/� c

D˙�˛
0

ˇ!ˇ 0.x/� c:
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This time we have used Proposition 8.2 in the second-to-last equality, and again used
Lemma 6.12 in the last equality.

We note that in the collection of representatives for the isotopy diagrams in a simple
handleswap one could leave the ˛ and ˇ curves unchanged throughout the handleswap,
which would necessitate the diffeomorphism g restricting to the identity on †. Here
we have altered ˛ and ˇ slightly, so that the strong ˛–equivalence and strong ˇ–
equivalence maps could each be computed via a single triangle map ‰. Since our
alteration of the curves ˛ and ˇ on † came from small Hamiltonian isotopies, we can
however still ensure that for our representatives for the handleswap the diffeomorphism
g is isotopic to the identity when restricted to †. Furthermore, since g is part of a
simple handleswap it must satisfy g.˛0/D g.˛/ and g.ˇ 0/D g.ˇ/. Thus, by definition
of the maps induced by diffeomorphisms of diagrams, we have

g�.z� c/D .gj†/�.z/� a

for all .z� c/ 2 T˛0[˛0
0
\Tˇ 0[ˇ 0

0
.

Putting these formulas for each of the induced maps together, we find that

g� ı f̂ ıˆe.y � a/D
�
g� ı‰

˛0[˛0
0

ˇ[ˇ0!ˇ 0[ˇ
0
0

ı‰
˛[˛0!˛

0[˛0
0

ˇ[ˇ0

�
.y � a/

D˙
�
.gj†/� ı�

˛0

ˇ!ˇ 0 ı�
˛!˛0

ˇ

�
.y/� a:

Since the restriction of g to † is isotopic to the identity, Theorem 7.1 ensures

.gj†/� ı�
˛0

ˇ!ˇ 0 ı�
˛!˛0

ˇ �˙IdCF�.H/:

We thus have

g� ı f̂ ıˆe D˙
�
.gj†/� ı�

˛0

ˇ!ˇ 0 ı�
˛!˛0

ˇ

�
˝ IdCF�.H0/

�˙IdCF�.H/˝ IdCF�.H0/

�˙IdCF�.H1/;

which by the remarks at the beginning of the proof completes the argument.

Having established that Propositions 8.1 and 8.2 together imply Theorem 7.2, we now
turn towards proving Proposition 8.1.

We employ the strategy used in [5] for proving the analog of Proposition 8.1 appearing
there. We import many results exactly as they are stated there, while in a few cases we
make small modifications in order to be able to apply their results. For the reader’s
convenience we provide statements of some results from [5], and provide proofs of any
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�˛0ˇ

�˛ˇ �˛0˛

e˛

eˇ e˛0

Figure 8: The region �.

imported results which must be modified slightly for our purposes. We also provide
sketches of proofs of certain statements from [5] which we do not need to modify, but
whose exposition we hope will aid in the readability of this paper.

In the remainder of this section we work in the cylindrical formulation of Heegaard
Floer homology introduced by Lipshitz in [6].

8.1 Moduli spaces of triangles

We begin by recalling some notation and terminology regarding holomorphic triangles in
the cylindrical setting of Heegaard Floer homology; see [6]. We denote by � the subset
of C shown in Figure 8, which has three cylindrical ends modeled on Œ0; 1�� Œ0;1/.
We will think of this region as a triangle with its vertices removed. We also introduce
in the figure notation we will use to indicate the boundary components and ends of this
region.

We will consider almost complex structures J on †�� which satisfy the following
conditions:

(J010) J is tamed by the split symplectic form on †��.

(J020) On each component of † n .˛0 [ ˛[ ˇ/ there is at least one point at which
J D j† � j�.

(J030) On each cylindrical end †� Œ0; 1��R of †��, there is a 2–plane distribution
� on †� Œ0; 1�� f0g such that the restriction of ! to � is nondegenerate, J

preserves �, and the restriction of J to � is compatible with !. Furthermore, �
is tangent to † near .†� f0; 1g � f0g/[ .†� Œ0; 1�� f0g/.

(J040) The planes Td .fpg ��/ are complex lines of J for all .p; d/ 2†��.
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(J050) There is an open set U � � containing @� n f�˛0˛; �˛ˇ; �˛0ˇg such that the
planes Tp.†�fdg/ are complex lines of J for all .p; d/ near .˛0[˛[ˇ/��
and for all .p; d/ 2†�U .

J–holomorphic curves in †�� for almost complex structures J of this sort enjoy the
following property.

Lemma 8.3 [6, Lemma 3.1] Let J be an almost complex structure on †�� that
satisfies the axioms (J010)–(J050). If u W S ! †�� is J–holomorphic and �† ı u is
nonconstant on a component S0 of S , then �† ı ujS0

is an open map. Furthermore ,
there are coordinates near any critical point of �† ıujS0

where �† ıu takes the form
z 7! zk for some k > 0.

In fact, this result follows immediately from [9, Theorem 7.1].

To understand Proposition 8.1, we will need to investigate the nature of triangle maps
on the diagram T # T0. In the cylindrical setting, the notion of a holomorphic triangle
in a Heegaard triple diagram takes the following form.

Definition 8.4 Let T D .†;˛0;˛;ˇ/ be a triple diagram, and set d D j˛0j D j˛j D jˇj.
By a holomorphic triangle in the triple diagram T we will mean a .j ;J /–holomorphic
map u W S !†�� satisfying:

(M1) .S; j / is a (possibly nodal) Riemann surface with boundary and 3d punctures
on @S .

(M2) u is locally nonconstant.

(M3) u.@S/� .˛0 � e˛0/[ .˛� e˛/[ .ˇ � eˇ/.

(M4) u has finite energy.

(M5) For each i 2 f1; : : : ; dg and � 2 f˛0;˛;ˇg, the preimage u�1.�i � e� / consists
of exactly one component of the punctured boundary of S .

(M6) As one approaches the punctures of @S , the map u converges to a collection of
intersection points on the Heegaard triple in the cylindrical ends of †��.

We will often ask holomorphic triangles to satisfy the following additional two require-
ments:

(M7) �� ıu is nonconstant on each component of S .

(M8) S is smooth, and u is an embedding.
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Unless otherwise specified, we will use the term holomorphic triangle to refer to maps
satisfying axioms (M1)–(M6), and explicitly note when we are considering curves
satisfying the additional axioms (M7) and (M8).

For any homology class  of triangles on a Heegaard triple diagram T , we will denote
by M. / the moduli space of holomorphic triangles on T in the homology class  .
Given a Riemann surface S , we will indicate by M. ;S/ the subspace of M. /

consisting of holomorphic triangles with source S .

To obtain the triangle count we are after on a sufficiently stretched copy of T # T0, we
will need to understand compactifications of these moduli spaces of triangles. These
compactifications allow for a weaker notion of triangle which we refer to as broken:

Definition 8.5 Let T D .†;˛0;˛;ˇ/ and d be as above. We say that a collection of
.j ;J /–holomorphic curves BT D .u1; v1; : : : ; vn; w1; : : : ; wm/ is a broken holomor-
phic triangle on T representing the homology class  if

(BT1) u1 is a curve mapping to †�� satisfying (M1) and (M3)–(M6).

(BT2) vi are curves mapping to †� I �R which satisfy the analogs of (M1) and
(M3)–(M6), each representing some homology class of strips in one of the
diagrams .†;˛;˛0/, .†;˛0;ˇ/ or .†;˛;ˇ/.

(BT3) The wi are curves from Riemann surfaces with d boundary components and a
single puncture on each boundary component, and which map to

.†� I �R/q .†��/:

For each i , the boundary components of the curve wi all map to a single set of
attaching curves.

(BT4) The total homology class of the curves in BT is equal to  .

With this notion in hand, we can state the following compactness result which describes
the behavior of triangles on T # T0 as we stretch the neck:

Proposition 8.6 [5, Proposition 9.40] Let  # 0 be a homology class of triangles
on .† #†0/��, and uTi

be a sequence of holomorphic triangle representatives for
 # 0 on .† #†0/ ��, with respect to almost complex structures J.Ti/ for neck
lengths Ti !1. Then there is a subsequence which converges to a triple .U;V;U0/

where U and U0 are broken holomorphic triangles on †�� and †0 �� representing
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 and  0 respectively , and V is a collection of holomorphic curves on the neck regions
S1�R�� or S1�R� Œ0; 1��R which are asymptotic to (possibly multiply covered )
Reeb orbits S1 � fdg for d 2� or d 2 Œ0; 1��R.

Remark 8.7 More precisely, the asymptotic condition on the curves appearing in V

in Proposition 8.6 above has the following meaning. By a “Reeb orbit” in this context,
we mean a periodic orbit  of the vector field d=d� on S1�R�� or S1�R�I �R,
where � is the coordinate on S1. The curves v in V have as sources punctured Riemann
surfaces. Let S be a connected component of such a source, q a puncture of S , and
v W S! S1�R��. Write .�; r; z/ for coordinates on the target. Then v is asymptotic
to  at q if:

(1) There is a neighborhood U of q in S and a biholomorphic diffeomorphism
� W U Š S1 � .0;1/. Write .x;y/ for coordinates on S1 � .0;1/.

(2) r ı v ı��1!1 as y!1.

(3) .�; z/ ı v ı��1.x;y/!  .x/ as y!1 as maps S1! S1 �� in C1loc.

8.2 Matched moduli spaces and orientations

Fix a triple diagram T D .†;˛0;˛;ˇ/ and a point p2†n.˛0[˛[ˇ//. Let u WS!†��

be a J–holomorphic curve satisfying (M1)–(M6), for some almost complex structure
J on †�� satisfying (J010)–(J050). Then u is locally nonconstant by condition (M2),
so, by Lemma 8.3, �† ı u is an open map on each component of S , and takes the
form z 7! zk near any critical point. Thus .�† ı u/�1.p/ is a finite set of points.
Furthermore, using property (J040) of the almost complex structure J , positivity of
complex intersections for J–holomorphic curves — see eg [9] or [8] — ensures that all
intersections between p�� and the image of u are positive.

We will write .�† ıu/�1.p/D fx1; : : : ;xnp.u/g 2 Symnp.u/.S/, and define

�p.u/ WD f�� ıu.x1/; : : : ; �� ıu.xnp.u//g 2 Symnp.u/.�/:

We remark that our notation involving set braces is somewhat misleading, as there may
of course be repetitions among the points xi in the symmetric product, corresponding
to intersection points occurring with positive multiplicity greater than 1.

To understand the triangle count, we will be concerned with holomorphic triangles u for
which �p.u/ takes prescribed values. As a first step towards understanding the moduli
spaces of such triangles, Juhász, Thurston and Zemke show that, for any prescribed
value outside the fat diagonal, such a triangle is somewhere injective.
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Lemma 8.8 [5, Lemma 9.45] Let .†;˛0;˛;ˇ;p/ be a triple diagram , and

d 2 Symk.�/ nDiag.�/:

If u W S ! † � � is a J–holomorphic curve satisfying (M1)–(M6) for an almost
complex structure satisfying (J010)–(J050), which furthermore has �p.u/Dd , then every
component of u is somewhere injective.

Fix a Heegaard triple diagram T D .†;˛0;˛;ˇ;p/ and a homology class of triangle  ,
with np. /D k. Given a subset X � Symk.�/, we let

M. ;S;X /D fu 2M. ;S/ j �p.u/ 2X g

and
M. ;X /D fu 2M. / j �p.u/ 2X g:

Using techniques similar to those used in the standard setting, Juhász, Thurston and
Zemke prove the following result, which shows that generically these matched moduli
spaces are smooth manifolds.

Proposition 8.9 [5, Proposition 9.47] Let .†;˛0;˛;ˇ/ be a triple diagram , and fix
a point p 2† n .˛0[˛[ˇ/. Suppose X � Symk.�/ for some k 2N is a nonempty
submanifold that does not intersect the fat diagonal. Furthermore , suppose that for
every x 2X , the k–tuple x has no coordinate in the open set U �� from (J050). Then ,
for a generic choice of almost complex structure J , the set M. ;S;X / is a smooth
manifold of dimension

ind. ;S/� codim.X /

where ind. ;S/ denotes the Fredholm index of the linearized N@ operator at any repre-
sentative u W S !†�� for  . For X D Symk.�/, the same statement holds near any
curve u that has no component T on which �� ıujT is constant and has image in U ,
and such that all components of u are somewhere injective.

It will be important for our purposes to note that these moduli spaces are also orientable
when they are smoothly cut out, which follows in a straightforward manner from the
framework in which the proof of the previous proposition is carried out. We now
provide a sketch of the argument.

Lemma 8.10 For J and X as in Proposition 8.9, with X � Symk.�/ furthermore
assumed to be an orientable submanifold , M. ;S;X / is orientable.
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Proof Forgetting the matching condition — ie taking X D Symk.�/— we consider
M. ;S;Symk.�//DM. ;S/. By [6, Proposition 6.3 and Section 10.3], whenever
this space is transversely cut out it is an orientable smooth manifold.

For the case when X ¤ Symk.�/, we briefly recall how one can establish the existence
of a smooth manifold structure on M. ;S;X /, as in the proof of [5, Proposition 9.47].
Consider the map �p WM. ;S/! Symk.�/. To obtain the smooth manifold structure
on M. ;S;X /, one considers the universal moduli space M`

univ. ;S/. This consists
of triples .u; j ;J /, where j is a C ` complex structure on S , J is a C ` almost complex
structure on†�� satisfying conditions (J010)–(J050), and u is a .j ;J /–holomorphic map
u W S !†�� in the homology class  , which furthermore satisfies certain regularity
conditions; see [6, page 968]. It is shown in the proof of Proposition 8.9, using the
technique of [6, Proposition 3.7], that the universal moduli space M`

univ. ;S/ is a
Banach manifold and the evaluation map �p WM`

univ. ;S/!Symk.�/ is a submersion
at all triples .u; j ;J / for which �p.u/ is not in the fat diagonal. Thus for X missing
the fat diagonal, the universal matched moduli space M`

univ. ;S;X / WD .�
p/�1.X /

is a Banach manifold. One can then apply the Sard–Smale theorem to the Fredholm
map � WM`

univ. ;S;X /! J ` to obtain a regular value J 2 J ` so that

M`. ;S;X /D ��1.J /

is a smooth manifold. Finally, one uses an approximating bootstrapping argument to
obtain the same result for C1 complex structures. More precisely, one obtains that for
a generic choice of J the space M. ;S/ is a smooth manifold and the map

�p
WM. ;S/! Symk.�/

is transverse to X . Thus, for X missing the fat diagonal, M. ;S;X / WD .�p/�1.X /

is a smooth manifold.

Fixing u 2M. ;S;X /,

TuM. ;S/Š TuM. ;S;X /˚Nu

where N is any choice of orthogonal complement. Since M. ;S/ is orientable, it will
suffice to show N is orientable to establish that M. ;S;X / is orientable. Since �p is
transverse to X ,

d�p.TuM. ;S//CT�p.u/X D T�p.u/Symk.�/:
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Since .d�p/�1.TX / D TM. ;S;X /, the two equations above yield a direct sum
decomposition

d�p.Nu/˚T�p.u/X Š T�p.u/Symk.�/:

Finally, since X and Symk.�/ are orientable, and d�pjN is an isomorphism on each
fiber, the last equation establishes orientability of the complement N . Thus M. ;S;X /

is orientable, as desired.

We now turn to an investigation of the behavior of orientations on these moduli spaces.
We recall again the notion of coherent orientation systems, and now provide the precise
definitions in the cylindrical setting, as we will need them in some of our computa-
tions. We begin with the moduli space of holomorphic strips in a homology class
A 2 �2.x;y/, denoted by MA, on some Heegaard (double) diagram HD .†;˛;ˇ/.
We set bMA

DMA=R. As noted above, these moduli spaces are orientable whenever
they are smoothly cut out by [6, Proposition 6.3]. There this is shown by trivializing
the determinant line bundle of the virtual index bundle of the linearized N@–equation.
In fact, this line bundle is trivialized over a larger auxiliary space of curves which are
not necessarily holomorphic, which we denote by BA, rather than over MA. We ask
for the trivializations of these determinant lines L over BA to satisfy the following
compatibility under gluing.

Definition 8.11 Given a Heegaard diagram H, homology classes of strips A and A0

which are adjacent on the diagram — ie A 2 �2.x;y/ and A0 2 �2.y ; z/— and maps
u W S !†� I �R and u0 W S 0!†� I �R representing A and A0 respectively, one
can preglue the positive corners of u to the negative corners of u0; see [6, Appendix A]
for one such construction. In fact, there is a 1–parameter family of such pregluings
.u \r u0 W S \r S 0 ! † � I � R/ in the class AC A0, defined for sufficiently large
values of the parameter r . One can show that this map preserves the analogs of
(M1), (M3) and (M4) for strips, and the asymptotic conditions one asks of the strips.
Denote the collection of maps of the form S ! † � I � R in a given homology
class A which furthermore satisfy (M1), (M3), (M4) and the asymptotic conditions
by BA.S/. We say a choice of orientations for all bMA

, specified by a collection
of nonvanishing sections oH D o˛;ˇ D fo

Ag of L over all of the bMA
, is a coherent

orientation system on H if the induced map of determinant lines covering the map
\r WBA.S/�BA0.S 0/�.R;1/!BACA0.S \r S 0/ satisfies .\r /�.oA�oA0/DCoACA0 .

That such coherent orientation systems exist is shown in numerous places. One con-
struction sufficient for our purposes can be found in [6, Section 6].
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In the case of holomorphic triangles, the moduli spaces M. / are also orientable. For
a collection of orientations on M. / for all homology classes  of triangles in a triple
diagram, we will consider a related notion of coherence.

Definition 8.12 Given a Heegaard triple diagram T , we will say a choice of orien-
tations for M ˛;ˇ , M ˇ; , M ˛; and M. / (for  ˛;ˇ ,  ˇ; and  ˛; ranging
over all classes of strips in the respective double diagrams, and  ranging over
all classes of triangles in the triple diagram) specified by a collection of sections
oT D fo˛;ˇ; ; o˛;ˇ ; oˇ; ; o˛;g is a coherent orientation system of triangles if each
collection of orientations of the moduli spaces of strips on the respective double
diagrams are coherent, and all possible pregluings of triangles with strips satisfy the
analogous gluing condition.

Following [6, Section 6], given a homology class of triangles  on the triple diagram T ,
let T . / denote the space of pairs .u; j /, where u W S !†�� is a curve in the class
 satisfying (M1), (M3) and (M4), and j is a complex structure on S . We declare two
such pairs .u W S !†��; j / and .u0 W S 0!†��; j 0/ to be equivalent if there is a
biholomorphism � W .S; j /! .S 0; j 0/ such that the diagram

(10)
S S 0

†��

u

�

u0

commutes. We denote the quotient of T . / by this equivalence relation by B. /.

Let p W I ! Symk.�/ be an embedded path missing the fat diagonal. We consider
the following moduli spaces of holomorphic triangles associated to homology classes
 0 2 �2.‚; a;b/ in the triple diagram T0 from Proposition 8.1,

(11) M 0

I
DM. 0;p.I//

D f.u; t/ j u 2M. 0/ such that �p.u/ 2 p.t/ for some t 2 Ig

and

(12) M 0

t DM. 0;p.t//D fu 2M. 0/ such that �p.u/ 2 p.t/g:

By Proposition 8.9, for a generic choice of almost complex structure on †0 � �

the moduli spaces M 0

I
are smooth manifolds of dimension �. 0/� codim.p.I//.

By Lemma 8.15, we have �. 0/ D 2np0
. 0/, so the expected dimension becomes

2np0
. 0/� .2k � 1/. In particular, when k D np0

. 0/ the moduli space M 0

I
is a
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M0

M1

Mt MI

M� tM� 0 M� 1

Figure 9: A schematic of the space M� I with MI inside it. Vertical slices
of the picture such as the vertical dashed line represent the spaces M � t ,
while the solid curves collectively represent the smooth moduli space MI . The
left and right endpoints on MI represent M0 �M � 0 and M1 �M � 1

respectively, while the endpoints of MI on the top and bottom of the figure
represent degenerations of triangles into broken triangles in the compactification.

smooth 1–manifold when it is transversely cut out. Similarly, the expected dimension
of M 0

t is 0 when k D np0
. 0/. Finally, we define the spaces

MD
a

 02�2.‚;a;b/
np0

. 0/Dk

M 0 ; MI D

a
 02�2.‚;a;b/

np0
. 0/Dk

M 0

I
; Mt D

a
 02�2.‚;a;b/

np0
. 0/Dk

M 0

t :

We provide a schematic of these spaces and their relationships in Figure 9.

We note for the following arguments that by the remarks above MI is a smooth
manifold of dimension 1 for a generic choice of almost complex structure, and for
each t a (potentially different) generic choice of almost complex structure will ensure
Mt is a smooth manifold of dimension 0. We will denote by oMI

and oMt
nowhere

zero sections of the bundles LI and Lt respectively, which are the determinant line
bundles of the virtual index bundles of the linearized equations defining these moduli
spaces. We recall that such sections determine orientations of the moduli spaces.

For arguments appearing later, we want to ensure we can achieve the following intu-
itively achievable constraints on our orientations.
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Lemma 8.13 Let MI and Mt be as above. Then there are coherent orientation
systems oM0

on M0, oM1
on M1, and oMI

on MI such that .oMI
/jM0

Š�oM0
and

.oMI
/jM1

Š oM1
.

Proof The proof is an elaboration on that of Lemma 8.10. Consider again the universal
moduli space of holomorphic maps Muniv consisting of triples .u; j ;J / satisfying the
conditions as in the proof of Lemma 8.10. We consider the map

�p
� id WMuniv � I ! Symk.�/� I

given by .�p � id/.u; j ;J; t/ D .�p.u/; t/. This map is again a submersion when
�p.u/ is not in the fat diagonal, by [5, Proposition 9.47]. Let

P D f.p.t/; t/ j t 2 Ig

and note that .�p � id/�1.P / D .Muniv/I , where here we have used the notation
.Muniv/I to indicate the universal moduli space matched to p.I/ (as the notation is
used in (11)). Since we are working with a path p missing the fat diagonal, �p � id is
a submersion, and we have, as a consequence of the Sard–Smale theorem, parametric
transversality: denoting by MJ the moduli space of holomorphic curves with respect
to the almost complex structure J , �p � id WMJ � I ! Symk.�/� I is transverse to
P for generic J . By [6, Section 6] we may orient such MJ , which in turn specifies
a product orientation on MJ � I . Since P is also oriented (by a fixed orientation
for I ), we then have for such J that .�p� id/�1.P /DMI inherits an orientation oMI

;
furthermore, this orientation satisfies the boundary conditions

(13) .oMI
/jM0

D�oM0
and .oMI

/jM1
D oM1

;

where oM0
and oM1

are the orientations coming from the previously fixed choice of
orientation on MJ , as desired. Finally, we note that by the same argument used to
prove [6, Lemma 10.10], we may arrange for the orientation systems oMI

, oM0
and

oM1
in the preceding paragraph to be enlarged to coherent systems in the sense of

Definition 8.12.

Having discussed the smooth manifold structure and a particular construction of co-
herent orientations on the matched moduli spaces of triangles on a triple diagram, we
now state a gluing result from [5] which will allow us to relate these matched moduli
spaces of triangles on the diagram T0 to the triangles on T # T0 we seek to count.
We consider homology classes of triangles  on an arbitrary pointed triple diagram
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T D .†;˛0;˛;ˇ;p/ and  0 on the pointed diagram T0 D .†0;˛
0
0
;˛0;ˇ0;p0/. We

form the connected sum of the diagrams at the points p and p0, and consider the
resulting homology class  # 0:

Proposition 8.14 [5, Proposition 9.49] Let u and u0 be holomorphic triangles
representing homology classes  and  0 in † � � and †0 � � respectively. Let
k D np. /D np0

. 0/, and suppose �.u/D 0, �.u0/D 2k, and

�p.u/D �p0.u0/ 2 Symk.�/ nDiagk.�/:

Suppose further that M. / and M. 0; �
p.u// are transversely cut out near u and u0.

Then there is a homeomorphism h between Œ0; 1/ and a neighborhood of .u;u0/ in the
compactified 1–dimensional moduli space[

T

MJ .T /. # 0/

such that h.u;u0/D f0g.

Finally, the following three facts will also be useful in the proof of the triangle count
of Proposition 8.1, so we state them here as lemmas for convenience in referencing.

Lemma 8.15 [5, Lemma 9.50] Consider the triple diagram T0 D .†0;˛
0
0
;˛0;ˇ0/.

If x 2 T˛0
0
\T˛0

and  0 2 �2.x; a;b/, then

(14) �. 0/D 2np0
. 0/C�.x;‚/:

Lemma 8.16 The differential on bCF .†0;˛
0
0
;˛0;p0; o˛0

0
;˛0
/, defined with respect to

the coherent orientation system o˛0
0
;˛0

specified in Lemma 6.5, vanishes.

Proof By [11, Lemma 9.4], rankZ.bHF .†0;˛
0
0
;˛0;p0; o˛0

0
;˛0
//D 4. By inspection

rankZ.bCF /D 4, so the differential must vanish.

Lemma 8.17 The map

‰
˛0!˛

0
0

ˇ0
WbCF .†0;˛0;ˇ0;p0/!bCF .†0;˛

0
0;ˇ0;p0/

satisfies ‰
˛0!˛

0
0

ˇ0
.a/D˙b.

Proof By Lemma 6.9, ‰
˛0!˛

0
0

ˇ0
is a quasi-isomorphism. Since the two complexes in

question are trivial of rank one over Z, the quasi-isomorphism must be an isomorphism
between trivial, rank one complexes over Z, of which there are precisely two.
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8.3 Counting triangles

We are now in position to prove the main triangle count, and conclude the proof of
handleswap invariance.

Proof of Proposition 8.1 As we did in Sections 6 and 7, we will consider the case of
the chain complexes CF� in what follows in order to fix definitions; however we note
that the proof carries over equally well for all variants CFı.

For an almost complex structure J which achieves transversality we have, by definition,

FT #T0
..x�‚/˝ .y � a//D

X
z

X
A2�2.x�‚;y�a;z�b/

�.A/D0

.#MJ .A//U
np.A/ � z�b

and

FT .x˝y/�bD

�X
z

X
A2�2.x;y;z/
�.A/D0

.#MJ .A//U
np.A/ � z

�
�b:

To obtain the result we will count Maslov index 0 holomorphic triangles in the homology
class A, for each generator z 2 T˛0 \Tˇ and class A 2 �2.x�‚;y � a; z�b/.

Consider two homology classes of triangles  2 �2.x;y ; z/ on T D .†;˛0;˛;ˇ;p/
and 02�2.‚; a;b/ on T0D .†0;˛

0
0
;˛0;ˇ0;p0/. If np. /Dnp0

. 0/, so the classes
match across the connect sum point, then the homology classes can be combined to
give a class  # 0 2 �2.x �‚;y � a; z� b/. Conversely, it is clear that any class
A 2 �2.x �‚;y � a; z � b/ can be written uniquely as a connect sum of suitable
classes with this matching condition.

So for any such homology class A D  #  0 with �.A/ D 0, we aim to count
Maslov index zero holomorphic representatives as we stretch the neck, ie to count
#MJ .Ti /. #  0/, where J.Ti/ is a sequence of almost complex structures being
stretched along the neck. To do so, suppose uTi

is a sequence of J.Ti/–holomorphic
triangles representing  #  0, where �. #  0/ D 0. We note here that by [17,
Theorem 4.1] and Lemma 8.15 we have

�. # 0/D �. /C�. 0/� 2np. 0/D �. /C�.�;�/D �. /:

Hence �. /D 0 and �. 0/D 2np0
. 0/.

By Proposition 8.6, there is a subsequence of uTi
which converges to a triple .U;V;U0/

where U is a broken holomorphic triangle in †�� representing  , U0 is a broken
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holomorphic triangle in †0�� representing  0, and V is a collection of holomorphic
curves mapping into the neck regions that are asymptotic to (possibly multiply covered)
Reeb orbits of the form S1 � fdg.

The proof will now proceed in steps as follows:

(1) We will show U consists of a single holomorphic triangle u with Maslov index
zero, with u satisfying (M1)–(M8), and potentially some number of constant
holomorphic curves.

(2) We then show that U0 consists of a single Maslov index 2np0
. 0/ triangle u0

0
,

with u0
0

satisfying (M1)–(M8) and �p.u/ D �p0.u0/, and potentially some
number of constant holomorphic curves.

(3) We rule out the possibility of constant curves occurring in steps (1) and (2), and
show that V consists of a collection of trivial holomorphic cylinders.

(4) Using this knowledge of .U;V;U0/ and the gluing result, we reduce the proof
to showing Lemma 8.18 below.

In fact, the proofs of steps (1)–(3) given in [5] carry over exactly as they are stated
there, so we will only carry out step (4).

Step (4) By steps (1)–(3), a sequence uTi
of J.Ti/–holomorphic triangles representing

 # 0 converges to a broken holomorphic triangle .U;V;U0/, where U D u is a single
holomorphic triangle satisfying �.u/ D 0, V is a collection of trivial holomorphic
cylinders, U0 is a single holomorphic triangle u0 satisfying �.u0/ D 2np. /, and
�p.u/D�p0.u0/. By Proposition 8.14, there is therefore a homeomorphic identification
h between a neighborhood of .u;u0/ in the compactified 1–dimensional moduli space[

Ti

MJ .Ti /. # 0/

and the interval Œ0; 1/, such that h.u;u0/D f0g. This yields an identification

MJ .Ti /. # 0/Š f.u;u0/ 2M. /�M. 0/ j �
p.u/D �p.u0/g

for sufficiently large Ti . We now fix JTi
for such a sufficiently large value of Ti , and

drop this choice of almost complex structure from our notation.

Given coherent orientation systems oT over T and oT0
over T0, there is a coherent

orientation system oT #T0
with respect to which the signed count of the 0–dimensional
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moduli space M. # 0/ is given by

#M. # 0/D #f.u;u0/ 2M. /�M. 0/ j �
p.u/D �p.u0/g:

Indeed, given two homology classes of triangles  on T and  0 on T0, the gluing
map \ (see [6, Appendix A, page 1082] for the definition) used to identify the two
moduli spaces is covered by a map of determinant lines .\/# which can be used to
produce an orientation o

 # 0

T #T0
over M. # 0/ from orientations o T over M. / and

o
 0

T0
over M. 0/. Similarly, for two homology classes of strips A on T and A0

on T0, the same procedure can be used to determine an orientation oA#A0

T #T0
from oA

T
and oA0

T0
. The fact that homology classes of strips and triangles on T # T0 are in

bijective correspondence to pairs of homology classes of strips on T and T0 ensures
that the coherent orientation systems oT and oT0

thus determine a single orientation
system oT #T0

over all classes of strips and triangles in the connect summed diagram
(ie the determinations for a particular class of triangle or strip on the summed diagram
are not overspecified). That this induced orientation is coherent follows from the
coherence of the two constituent orientations, along with the fact that gluing map .\/#
above commutes with the map .\/� appearing in Definition 8.12. More precisely, the
coherence follows from these facts as

o
. CA/#. 0CA0/
T #T0

WD .\/#.o
 CA
T � o

 0CA0

T0
/

D .\/#..\/�.o
 
T � o

A
T /� .\/�.o

 0

T0
� oA0

T0
//

D .\/�..\/#.o
 
T � o

 0

T0
/� .\/#.o

A
T � o

A0

T0
//

DW .\/�.o
 # 0

T #T0
� oA#A0

T #T0
/

where the second equality is the definition of coherence for the orientation systems
oT and oT0

, and the third equality is the statement of the commutativity of the two
induced gluing maps referenced above. This commutativity follows from the fact that
the two gluing maps can be viewed as taking place in a small neighborhood of the
curves being glued, and can thus be performed in either order, or simultaneously, via
the construction in [6, Appendix A]. This establishes coherence of the system oT #T0

.

For u 2M. / let

M.‚;a;b/.�
p.u//D

a
 02�2.‚;a;b/
�. 0/D2np. /

M. 0; �
p.u//:

With respect to a coherent orientation system oT #T0
on T # T0 determined from any

coherent systems oT and oT0
as above, the triangle map in question can then be written
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as

F D FT #T0
..x�‚/˝.y�a//

D

X
z

X
 2�2.x;y;z/
 02�2.‚;a;b/
�. # 0/D0

#
˚
.u;u0/ 2M. /�M. 0/ j �

p.u/D �p.u0/
	
U np. # 0/�z�b

D

X
z

X
�. /D0

 2�2.x;y;z/

X
 02�2.‚;a;b/
�. 0/D2np. /

#
˚
.u;u0/ 2M. /�M. 0/ j �

p.u/D �p.u0/
	
U np. # 0/�z�b

D

X
z

X
 2�2.x;y;z/
�. /D0

X
 02�2.‚;a;b/
�. 0/D2np. /

X
u2M. /

#
�
u�M. 0; �

p.u//
�
U np. # 0/�z�b

D

X
z

X
 2�2.x;y;z/
�. /D0

X
u2M. /

#
�
u�M.‚;a;b/.�

p.u//
�
U np. # 0/�z�b:

We will show in Lemma 8.18 below that there is a coherent orientation system oT0

on T0 for which either
#M.‚;a;b/.�

p.u//D 1

for all  with �. /D 0 and all u 2M. /, or

#M.‚;a;b/.�
p.u//D�1

for all  with �. /D 0 and all u 2M. /. Then we will have

F D F�T #T0
..x�‚/˝ .y � a//

D

X
z

X
 2�2.x;y;z/
�. /D0

X
u2M. /

#
�
u�M.‚;a;b/.�

p.u//
�
U np. # 0/ � z�b

D˙

X
z

X
 2�2.x;y;z/
�. /D0

#M. /U np. # 0/ � z�b

D˙

�X
z

X
 2�2.x;y;z/
�. /D0

.#M. //U np. / � z

�
�b

D˙F�T .x˝y/�b:

This completes the proof of the proposition, modulo Lemma 8.18.

Lemma 8.18 For d 2 Symk.�/ nDiag.�/ and a generic choice of almost complex
structure J , the moduli space M.‚;a;b/.d/ is a smoothly cut out 0–manifold. For
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such J , there is a coherent orientation system oT0
on T0 for which the signed count of

points in the moduli space is

#M.‚;a;b/.d/D˙1

where the constant is independent of d .

Proof The proof is again carried out in steps:

(1) We show the moduli space is transversely cut out for generic J .

(2) We show that for generic d2Symk.�/nDiag.�/, the signed count #M.‚;a;b/.d/

is independent of d .

(3) We find one choice of d giving the desired count.

In fact, the proof of step (1) given in [5] carries over exactly as it is stated there, so we
will only prove steps (2) and (3).

Step (2) Let p W I! Symk.�/ be a path from d0 to d1, where the image of p satisfies
the conditions of Proposition 8.9. We consider the moduli space[

t2I

M.‚;a;b/.p.t//

which by Proposition 8.9 and Lemma 8.10 is a smooth, orientable 1–manifold. From
orientability, we know that the signed count of the ends of the moduli space above is
zero. We now describe all contributions to the count of the ends. We begin by making
considerations which will hold for any choice of coherent orientation system satisfying
the property appearing in Lemma 8.13.

The ends of
S

t2I M.‚;a;b/.p.t// fall into three classes. They arise from M.‚;a;b/.d0/,
M.‚;a;b/.d1/, and degenerations of holomorphic triangles to broken holomorphic
triangles in the compactification. Let ui W S0!†0 �� be a sequence of holomorphic
triangles in

S
t2I M.‚;a;b/.p.t//. As shown in [5, Lemma 9.58], the only degenera-

tions that can occur correspond to “strip breaking”. In particular, if ui converges to a
broken holomorphic triangle

U D .u1; v1; : : : ; vn; w1; : : : ; wm/

(in the sense of Definition 8.5), then in fact U D .u1; v1; : : : ; vn/ where the vi are holo-
morphic strips. We note that the argument used to rule out other types of degenerations
has nothing to do with orientations. Furthermore, we will see presently that among
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degenerations corresponding to strip breaking, the only ones which can occur yield
broken triangles U consisting of a triangle u1 of index 2k � 1 which matches a divisor
p.t/ for some t 2 I , as well as a single curve v1 W S !†0 � I �R with index 1.

To see this, note that if U is genuinely broken then U D .u1; v1; : : : ; vn/ with u1 a
holomorphic triangle representing a class in �2.x; a;b/ and vi holomorphic curves in
�2.yi ; zi/ for some yi ; zi 2 T˛0 \T˛ .We now analyze what contributions to the ends
can occur for the four possible intersection points x 2 T˛0 \T˛.

Suppose x D‚. Then by applying Lemma 8.15 to u1 we obtain �.u1/D 2np0
.u1/.

Since u1 satisfies a matching condition with p.t/ for some t 2 I ,

2np0
.u1/D j�

p.p.t//j D k D 2np0
. 0/D �. 0/:

Thus �.u1/D �. 0/. Since the total homology class of U must be  0, we therefore
must have �.vi/D 0 and np0

.vI /D 0 for all i . Since the vi satisfy (M1) and (M3)–
(M6), the only possibility for such curves is that each is a collection of constant
components. Indeed, if any vi were locally nonconstant, it would satisfy (M2); hence,
by [5, Corollary 7.2], the dimension of the relevant moduli space containing it would
be negative. Thus U D .u1/ (plus potentially some constant curves) is in the interior
of
S

t2I M.‚;a;b/.p.t//, and so contributes nothing to the signed count of the ends.

Next we consider the cases x D �C
1
��

2
; ��

1
�C

2
. In these cases Lemma 8.15 yields

that the index of the triangle must be �.u1/D 2np0
.u1/� 1D 2np0

. 0/� 1, so the
remaining curves must have indices which sum to 1. Similarly,

0D np0
. 0/� np0

.u1/D
X

i

np0
.vi/;

so vi must have multiplicity 0 at the basepoint for each i . The only possibility in
this case is that there is a single Maslov index 1 strip v1. Thus in this case, we have
additional contributions to the ends coming from[

t2I
x2f�

C

1
��

2
;��

1
�
C

2
g

[
�2�2.‚;x/
np0

.�/D0

M.x;a;b/.p.t//� bM.�/:

Fix x 2 f�C
1
��

2
; ��

1
�C

2
g. Then by Lemma 8.16 we know thatX

�2�2.‚;x/
np0

.�/D0

# bM.�/D 0:
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Thus

#
� [

t2I
x2f�

C

1
��

2
;��

1
�
C

2
g

[
�2�2.‚;x/
np0

.�/D0

M.x;a;b/.p.t//� bM.�/

�

D

X
t2I

x2f�
C

1
��

2
;��

1
�
C

2
g

X
�2�2.‚;x/
np0

.�/D0

#.M.x;a;b/.p.t//� bM.�//

D

X
t2I

x2f�
C

1
��

2
;��

1
�
C

2
g

X
�2�2.‚;x/
np0

.�/D0

�
#M.x;a;b/.p.t//

�
� .# bM.�//

D 0:

Here we have used in the last equality the fact that we have endowed the orientable
manifold

S
t2I M.‚;a;b/.p.t// with some coherent orientation system. This implies

in particular that the orientation induced on the compactification agrees with the product
orientation at ends such as those above. So we see these cases also contribute nothing
to the count of signed ends of the moduli space.

Lastly, we consider the case x D ��
1
��

2
. For any  0 2 �2.�

�
1
��

2
; a;b/ we have by

Lemma 8.15 �. 0/ D 2np0
. 0/ � 2 D 2k � 2. By Proposition 8.9, for a generic

choice of almost complex structure J , and a fixed source S , the matched moduli space
M. 0;S;p.I// is a smooth manifold of dimension

ind. 0;S/� codim.p.I//D ind. 0;S/� .2k � 1/� �. 0/� .2k � 1/D�1:

Here the fact being used to establish the inequality is that for any holomorphic triangle
u in the homology class A (not necessarily embedded), the index of the linearized N@
operator at u satisfies ind.A;S/D�.A/�2sing.u/, and in particular ind.A;S/��.A/.
This is [5, equation 9.46], which comes from adapting [7, Proposition 5.69]. This
shows that for a generic choice of J , the broken triangle U can not in fact contain a
triangle u1 in such a class  0.

To summarize, we have shown that the ends of
S

t2I M.‚;a;b/.p.t// correspond to
M.‚;a;b/.d0/, M.‚;a;b/.d1/, and to degenerations of triangles into broken triangles
containing one triangle and one strip, and that the last types of ends contribute nothing
to the total signed count of the ends. Since we have chosen a collection of orientation
systems satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 8.13, we see that the signed count of the
ends of

S
t2I M.‚;a;b/.p.t// is given by

#M.‚;a;b/.d1/� #M.‚;a;b/.d0/D 0:

This concludes step (2).
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We note that by Lemma 8.13, a coherent orientation system on M.‚;a;b/.p.0// induces
a coherent orientation system over

S
t2I M.‚;a;b/.p.t// and M.‚;a;b/.p.1// satisfy-

ing the conclusion of the lemma. We thus see that if we can find a single divisor d

and a coherent orientation system o over M.‚;a;b/.d/ giving the desired count, then
the argument of step (2) shows that there are induced coherent orientations over all
divisors d 0 in the same path component as d for which the counts are the same. We
will construct such a divisor in step (3) below.

Step (3) To construct a divisor d 2 Symk.�/ nDiag.�/ giving the desired count,
we consider a path of divisors subject to constraints, and evaluate the asymptotics of
the moduli spaces of triangles matched to divisors in this path. Our argument is an
explication of that in [5], which is in turn based on an analogous argument in [15,
page 653] which deals with holomorphic strips. Our goal in summarizing these proofs
is to make explicit the dependence of all statements on signs and orientations.

We consider any path p W Œ1;1/! Symk.�/ nDiag.�/ for which each point in p.t/

is at least a distance of t away from all other points in p.t/, with respect to a metric
on � for which the corners are infinite strips in C; see Figure 8. We further require
that the points in p.t/ smoothly approach the vertex v˛0ˇ0

of � as t !1. For such a
path of divisors, we have as before a matched moduli space

M.‚;a;b/.p/D
[

t2Œ1;1�

M.‚;a;b/.p.t//:

By the same arguments used in step 2, the ends of this moduli space corresponding to
degenerations of triangles at finite values of t , with t ¤ 1, will contribute nothing to the
signed count of the ends, for any choice of coherent orientation system. Consider any
coherent orientation system o satisfying the properties of that furnished by Lemma 8.13;
then with respect to such an orientation system the signed count #M.‚;a;b/.p.1//must
agree with the signed count of the ends of M.‚;a;b/.p/ coming from degenerations of
triangles as t !1. So we now count these ends.

We claim that as t !1, the only broken triangles which can occur in the limit consist
of a single genuine triangle � of index 0 on .†0;˛

0
0
;˛0;ˇ0/, along with k index 2

curves on .†0;˛0;ˇ0/ which satisfy matching conditions with some collection of
divisors ci 2 Œ0; 1��R. To see this, we note that each point in the path p consists of k

distinct points in �, and the fact that these k points separate and approach the vertex
v˛0ˇ0

in the limit necessitates that the limiting broken triangle must contain k strips
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satisfying matching conditions. To see the index of each of these curves must be 2, we
make some simple observations about the diagram .†0;˛0;ˇ0/ for S3.

First, note that the only homology classes of disks supporting holomorphic representa-
tives are feaCsŒ†0�g for nonnegative integers s, where ea is the constant disk at a. The
Maslov indices for such classes are �.eaCsŒ†0�/D2s. The fact that each strip satisfies
a matching condition implies we must have s � 1 for each homology class. Since the
total index of each holomorphic triangle in the moduli space M.‚;a;b/.p/ is 2k, the
limiting broken holomorphic triangle must have index 2k, so the only possibility is
that each of the k curves has index 2 (ie has s D 1), and the triangle � has index 0. By
counting multiplicities and noting positivity of intersections, we see that the triangle �
must satisfy np0

.�/D 0. Using the same arguments as in the preceding proposition,
we have that all of the curves in the broken triangle must satisfy (M1)–(M8).

Applying the gluing result of Lipshitz [6, Proposition A.1], we see that we can obtain
the signed count of the ends occurring as degenerations as t !1, or equivalently the
count #M.‚;a;b/.p.1//, as

#M.‚;a;b/.p.1//D .#M.a;a/.c//
k
�

X
 2�2.‚;a;b/

np0
. /D0

#M. /;

where c is a divisor in Œ0; 1��R and M.a;a/.c/ is the moduli space of index 2 strips
on .†0;˛0;ˇ0/ with �p.u/ D c. Here the counts are occurring with respect to any
coherent orientation system oT0

D fo˛0
0
;˛0;ˇ0

; o˛0;ˇ0
; o˛0

0
;˛0
; o˛0

0
;ˇ0
g on T0 and the

compatible orientation system o˛0;ˇ0
included in the data oT0

. The sum on the right
hand side is precisely the count occurring in the triangle map in Lemma 8.17, and is
thus ˙1. Thus to finish this step it suffices to show that there is a coherent orientation
system oT0

for which
#M.a;a/.c/D˙1:

Consider the standard diagram HS1�S2 for S1 �S2, twice stabilized via the diagram
.†0;˛0;ˇ0/ as shown in Figure 10. The figure depicts this genus 3 diagram for S1�S2,
along with a choice of basepoint z. Both bigons in HS1�S2 for S1�S2 admit a single
holomorphic representative. We consider a choice of coherent orientation system on
HS1�S2 for which the bigons cancel, and the resulting Floer homology is bHF Š Z2.
By invariance of bHF , the twice stabilized bigon in the twice stabilized diagram must
also have a single holomorphic representative. As in the proof of stabilization invariance
in [6], this implies via a neck stretching argument that there is a coherent orientation
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Figure 10: The diagram HS1�S2 on the bottom of the figure is twice stabi-
lized via a connect sum with .†0;˛0;ˇ0/. Shaded in gray is a domain on the
genus 3 diagram, the “twice stabilized bigon”, which arises from one of the
bigons in HS1�S2 .

system o˛0;ˇ0
on .†0;˛0;ˇ0/ for which

#M.a;a/.c/D˙1:

By [11, Lemma 8.7], this coherent orientation system can be extended to a coherent
orientation system oT0

for which the same condition holds. This completes step (3),
and the proof of the lemma.

9 The surgery exact triangle

In this section, we provide a brief explanation of how our results fit into the construction
of the surgery exact sequence defined by Ozsváth and Szabó in [10, Section 9]. The
fact that these constructions are compatible with ours turns out to be a matter of
bookkeeping. We provide a sketch of the argument here with the hope that it will be
useful in extending our naturality results to results about general cobordisms.

First, we recall one version of the construction of the surgery exact triangle and its
relation to our naturality results. The relation between other versions of the statement
of the exact triangle and our naturality results follows analogously. Let Y be a closed
oriented 3–manifold, and K ,! Y be a knot with a longitude � and meridian �. We
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denote by Y0 the 3–manifold obtained by performing �–surgery on Y , and by Y1

the 3–manifold obtained by performing .�C�/–surgery on Y . Call any such triple
.Y;Y0;Y1/ of 3–manifolds a triad. Ozsváth and Szabó showed:

Theorem 9.1 [10, Theorem 9.12] For any triad .Y;Y0;Y1/ there are long exact
sequences of ZŒU �–modules

HFC.Y / HFC.Y0/

HFC.Y1/

F

F0F1

bHF .Y / bHF .Y0/

bHF .Y1/

yF

yF0
yF1

The statement above is established via a corresponding statement made at the level
of diagrams. To describe it, we recall a particular class of diagrams representing
the manifolds in such a triad .Y;Y0;Y1/. Let .H;H0;H1/ be a tuple of diagrams
for the 3–manifolds .Y;Y0;Y1/ respectively. We will say the tuple of diagrams is
subordinate to the surgery triad if there is a pointed genus g Heegaard quadruple
diagram .†;˛;ˇ;; ı; z/ satisfying the following properties:

� The diagrams .†;˛;ˇ/, .†;˛;/ and .†;˛; ı/ represent Y , Y0 and Y1 respec-
tively.

� For i ¤ g, ˇi , i and ıi are isotopic translates of one another, each intersecting
transversally in two points.

� g is isotopic to the juxtaposition of ıg and ˇg (see [10, Figure 9] for a depiction
of juxtaposition).

� Every multiperiodic domain on the quadruple diagram has positive and negative
coefficients.

Existence of such subordinate diagrams was established by Ozsváth and Szabó:

Lemma 9.2 [10, Lemma 9.2] Given a triad .Y;Y0;Y1/, there is a tuple of Heegaard
diagrams .H;H0;H1/ subordinate to the triad.

Theorem 9.1 is then to be interpreted as a compact way of phrasing the following
statement at the level of diagrams.

Theorem 9.3 Let .H;H0;H1/ be a tuple subordinate to the triad .Y;Y0;Y1/, and fix
a coherent orientation system oH0

on H0. Then there are coherent orientation systems
on H and H1, and maps F , F0 and F1 induced by triangle counts as above , such that ,
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with respect to the chosen coherent orientation systems , there are exact triangles

HFC.H/ HFC.H0/

HFC.H1/

F

F0F1

bHF .H/ bHF .H0/

bHF .H1/

yF

yF0
yF1

We now use this restatement of the theorem at the level of diagrams to show that the
surgery exact triangle is also well defined with respect to the transitive systems specified
by Definition 6.14 and Theorem 1.1.

Recall that Definition 6.14 and Theorem 1.1 describe the four variants of Heegaard
Floer homology as functors

HFı WMan�! Trans.P .ZŒU ��Mod//:

The precise restatement of the surgery exact sequence that we wish to establish in this
context is just that the exact sequence defined by Ozsváth and Szabó extends to an exact
sequence at the level of the transitive systems associated to a triad .Y;Y0;Y1/. Given
transitive systems T , T0 and T1 and morphisms of transitive systems F W T ! T0,
F0 W T0! T1 and F1 W T1! T , we will say the morphisms form an exact sequence
of transitive systems if the morphisms restricted to constituent objects form exact
sequences. We then have:

Corollary 9.4 For any triad .Y;Y0;Y1/, there are exact sequences of transitive systems

HFC.Y / HFC.Y0/

HFC.Y1/

F

F0F1

bHF .Y / bHF .Y0/

bHF .Y1/

yF

yF0
yF1

Proof Fix a triad .Y;Y0;Y1/, and a tuple .H;H0;H1/ of diagrams subordinate to the
triad; such a subordinate tuple exists by Lemma 9.2. By Theorem 9.3, applying HFC

and bHF to the diagrams in this tuple yields long exact triangles relating the ZŒU �–
modules associated to the diagrams. Note that Theorem 9.3 ensures this statement
is true with respect to any choice of coherent orientation system over H0, and the
coherent orientations it induces on H and H1 via the triangle maps F0 and F1. For the
remainder of the proof, we fix coherent orientations .oH; oH0

; oH1
/ on .H;H0;H1/

which are related in this way.
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HFC.H0/

HFC.H/ HFC.H00/

HFC.H00/

HFC.H0/ HFC.H00
0/

HFC.H0
1
/

HFC.H1/ HFC.H00
1
/

‰0

F 0

F 0
1

‰

‰00

F F 00

‰0
0

F 0
0

‰0

‰00
0

F0 F 00
0

‰0
1‰1

‰00
1

F1 F 00
1

Figure 11: A depiction of the diagrams involved in the proof of Corollary 9.4.

Notice that by their definition, the transitive systems HFı.Y /, HFı.Y0/ and HFı.Y1/

contain as constituent objects the modules HFı.H/, HFı.H0/ and HFı.H1/. Thus
the exact triangle associated to this tuple of diagrams in Theorem 9.3 begins to partially
define an exact sequence between the transitive systems. The situation is depicted in
the leftmost column of Figure 11.

It is easy to extend this partially defined triangle of maps between transitive systems to a
(more) partially defined triangle, defined now on all objects which correspond to triples
of diagrams subordinate to .Y;Y0;Y1/. Given two tuples of diagrams .H;H0;H1/ and
.H00;H00

0
;H00

1
/ subordinate to .Y;Y0;Y1/, and equivalences .‰00; ‰00

0
; ‰00

1
/ induced by

Heegaard moves relating the two tuples of diagrams, the maps Fi and F 00i appearing
in the respective exact triangles commute (up to sign) with the equivalence maps by
[14, Theorem 4.4]. See Figure 11 for a depiction of the situation. In other words, the
surgery triangle immediately extends by this result to a partially defined triangle of
transitive systems, which is now defined on all diagrams occurring in a subordinate
tuple. This can be described in the diagram of Figure 11 by saying that the front square
faces in the diagram commute (up to sign).

The final thing that remains to be shown is that these partially defined morphisms of
transitive systems can be extended to maps defined on the Heegaard Floer modules
associated to any admissible diagram, while preserving the consistency required of a
morphism of transitive systems. With respect to the notation in Figure 11, this can be

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 23 (2023)
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phrased as asking for maps

F 0 WHFC.H0/!HFC.H00/;

F 00 WHFC.H00/!HFC.H01/;

F 01 WHFC.H01/!HFC.H0/

defined with respect to a tuple .H0;H0
0
;H0

1
/ which is not subordinate to .Y;Y0;Y1/,

such that all of the faces in Figure 11 commute.

This is again straightforward: let .‰;‰0; ‰1/ be a tuple of equivalences induced by
Heegaard moves relating .H;H0;H1/ and .H0;H0

0
;H0

1
/, and .‰0; ‰0

0
; ‰0

1
/ be a tuple

of equivalences induced by Heegaard moves relating .H0;H0
0
;H0

1
/ and .H00;H00

0
;H00

1
/.

Again, we refer to Figure 11 to help recall the meaning of the notation. Define the map
F 0 WHFC.H0/!HFC.H0

0
/ by F 0 WD‰0ıF ı‰

�1 where ‰�1 is a homotopy inverse
for the equivalence ‰. Similarly, define F 0

0
WD‰1 ıF0 ı‰

�1
0

and F 0
1
WD‰ ıF1 ı‰

�1
1

.
Note that

F 0 D‰0 ıF ı‰�1

D‰0 ı .‰
00
0/
�1
ıF 00 ı‰00 ı‰�1 (by [14, Theorem 4.4])

D˙.‰00/
�1
ıF 00 ı‰0 (by Theorem 1.1).

This shows that we can provide maps on all of the objects of our transitive systems,
and furthermore by the computation above that this gives a well defined morphism of
transitive systems. Exactness of all “columns” follows by construction as well. This
completes the proof.
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